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IN THE :NIATTER OF

HAIR EXPERTS , INC. ET AL.
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION

OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5757. Complaint, Mar. 22, 1950-,Decision, May , 19.

Where a corporation and its three officers , engaged in the operation in cities in
various States of branches and retail stores dealing exclusiyely in the sale
of cosmetic and me(Ucinal preparations for external use in the treatment
of conditions of tbe bail' and scalp, and in the use of said preparations in
office treatments;

In conducting their operations (1) through extensive advertising inviting per-
sons to come to their places of business for diagnosis and treatments in-
volving purchase of their preparations; (2) through selling home treatment
kits of their preparations to persons tll us intI nced to Yisi t their offices; (3 
through sending traveling representatives to various cities, extensively
advertising their visits and inviting: the public to call upon them for diag-
nosis and advice, following which said representatives recommended either
office treatment or purchase of the home treatment kits; and (4) the mail-
ing of questionnaires, answers to which were followed up by offers of branch
office treatment or the sale of home treatment kits; in advertisements in
newspapers, periodicals, and other advertising literature-

(a) Represented falsely that use of their preparations, methods and treatments,
by their opera tors in their places of business and by purchasers in their
homes, would cause hair to grow when growth had ceased and resulted in
thin hair or partial baldness; that the hair growing functions of the scalp
would be rejuvenated; and that fuzz on the scalp would be developed into
normal hair;

(b) Represented falsely that the germicides included among their preparations
would penetrate below the skin surface and kill bacteria there located , and
destroy bacilli on the scalp surface;

(c) Represented falsely that their preparations would prevent baldness, grow
hair on bald heads and enable an incUvic1ual to maintain a tl1ick growth of
hair for life; would reopen clogged hair passages in the scalp, energize hair
papillae, make sluggish circulation in the scalp normal , and eliminate exces-
sive falling hair, loose dandruff, itching and dryness and oiliness of the hair
and scalp;

(d) Represen ted tba t their preparations, treatmeli ts - and methods were new
scientific discoveries in the treatment of hair and scalp disorders; when
in fact all the ingredients in said preparations, as well as said methods of
treatment , have been used without success for many years in efforts to
correct falling hair and prevent balclness; and

(e) Represented falsely by the use of the designation "Trichologist" in their
advertisements that certain of their operators or employees had bact compe-
tent training in dermatology or other branches of medicine having to do
with the diagnosis and treatment of scalp disorders affecting the hair;
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With capacity find tendency to deceive a substantial portion of the public into
the mistaken belief that such representations were true and thereby induce
it to visit respondents ' offices for treatment and purchase of aforesaid
protlucts :

Held That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth , were
all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and
tleceptive acts and practices in commerce.

Before JJfl' . James A. P' wrceZl hearing examiner.

M'!'. Geo1'ge JJl. ill af'tin and JJIr. J. ill. Doukas for the Commission.
H oga' , I( eUehe'l' cD Bill of New York City, for respondents.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission having reason to believe that Hair Experts, Inc.
a corporation , and Robert ",V. Farrell , Harold E. Candler and Abram
Jacobson as individuals and as officers of said corporation have vio-
lated the provisions of said, Act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Hair Experts, Inc., is a corporation organized
existing and doing busin~ss under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of 1\1ichigan, with its principal office and place of business at
1214 Griswold Street, Detroit, :Michigan.

Robert "'\Y. Farrell is the president of said corporation. The office
and principal place of business of said respondent is 1214 Griswold
Street, Detroit, :Michigan.

Harold E. Candler is vice president and treasurer of said corpora-
tion. The office and principal place of business of said respondent
is 14;48 Wabash Street, Detroit, Michigan. 

Abram Jacobson is the secretary of said corporation. The office
and principal place of business of said respondent is 1214 Griswold
Street, Detroit, 1\1ichigan. 

The respondent, Hair Experts, Inc. , also maintains and operates
branches and retail stores in the cities of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
New York, New York; Brooklyn, New York; Newark, New Jersey;
Jamaica, Long Island; Baltimore , Maryland; Washington, D. C.;
Boston , Massachusetts, and Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania , which places
of business are operated under the name of Hair Experts, Inc. , and
which deal exclusively in the preparations sold , by respondents , and
the use of said preparations in office treatments.

213840-54-
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The individual respondents, individualJy and as officers of the cor-
porate respondent, formulate, direct and control all of its business
activities and policies. In connection with the control of the business
activities of the main .offices in Detroit and the branch offices , the re-
spondents cause the. preparation of all advertising copy used by such
branches.

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of thei l' business the respondents
for several years last past, have been engaged in the sale and distri-
bution of various cosmetic and medicinal preparations for exte.nlal
use in the treatment of conditions of the hilir and scalp, and in the use
of said preparations in connection with trentnwnts administered in
their various offices. Respondents canse said preparations, when sold
to be transported from the place of business of the corporate respond-
ent in Michigan and from other manufacturers located in the State of
Michigan and in other States to its various branches or retail stores
owned and operated as hereinabove set forth and to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States and in the District
of Columbia. Respondents maintain , and at an times mentioned here-
in have maintained a course of trade in saiel cosmetic and medicinal
preparations in commerce between and among the various States of
the United States and in the District of Columbia.

PAR. 3. Respondent has adopted several methods in conne.ction with
the sale of their various preparations. First, respondents, through
extensive advertising~ invite persons to come to their places of busi-
ness for diagnosis and treatment; whereupon certain series of treat-
ments are recommended. If said treatments are agreed to, certain of
their eosmetic and medieinal preparations are sold to such persons
and used in the process of sueh treatments. Second , respondents sell
home treatment kits with instructions to perSO1lS induced to visit re-
spondents ' said offic.es by virtue of said advertisements. These kits
consist of respondents ' cosmetic. and medicinal preparations for the
treatment of the hair and scalp. Third, certain of respondents
branches have sent traveling representatives to various cities , whose
visits were extensively advertised in the cities to be visited which ad-
vertisements invited the public to call upon said representatives for
diagnosis and advice. These representatives recommended either
treatment at one of respondents' branches or the purchase of the home
treatment kits previously described. Still another method employed
by respondents was the mailing of questionnaires to prospective pur-
chasers, which questionnaires when answered were followed up by
offers of branch office treatment or the sale of home treatment kits
previously described.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business the
respondents have disseminated , and have eausecl the dissemination of
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advertisements concerning their preparations by the United States
mails and by various other means in commerce, as commerce is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondents have also
disseminated and have. caused the dissemination of advertisements
concerning their said preparations , by ynrious means, for the purpose
of inducing, and \vhich were likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the
purchase of their preparations in commerce. , as commerce is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Among and typical of the false , misleading and deceptive state-
ments and representations eontained in said advertisements, dissemi-
nated and caused to be disseminated , as hereinabove set forth , by the
United States mails , by advertisements in newspapers and periodicals
by circulars , leaflets, pamphlets and other advertising literature aTe

the following:

THICKER HAIHWithin 6 Months! 
NEW PROVED SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY REVOLUTIONIZED
Past Methods Inducing Growth Faster

Re-Grow Hair to Full Length 
Thin Hair gets Thicker Within 6 Months 
Excessive Hair Loss, Dandruff, Itching and Dryness (or oiliness) are more

quickly corrected by this new type of treatment and weak diseased hair is more
readily replaced b~v a strong, vigorous growth , so essential to true attractiveness
in both sl)cia I and business life.
JUST THHEE S'l'EPS

First your scalp is thoroughly cleansed of the dandruff or the other disorder
through special , gentle but effective antiseptics which penetrate below the skin
surface to kill the source of the infection. Then rejuvenating or rebuilding
treatments put the scalp in a condition conducive to the growth of strong,
vigorous hair. Finally the different stimulating action of these advanced liquid
formulae aid Nature in starting the growth of mature hair.
THICKER HAIR FOR A LIFETIME
Once started, this healthy hair grows to normal length.
Robcl. W. Pm' fell, T'1'ichologist 
WONDERFUL NElVS!
Grow thicker hair within 6 months!

FREE Hair and Scalp Examination b~7 Mr. Wayne M. Saari, Representative
of nationally famous HAIR EXPERTS, INC. 

Here s the chance of a lifetime. . .. An opportunity to grow thicker hair
within 6 months. . . and maintain it for the rest of your life! To analyze the
condition which is retarding your hair growth , Mr. Saari will personally conduct
private, professional hair and scalp examinations at the Rowe Botel from 
A. M. to 8 P. M. on Friday, October 24th. He will give you invaluable profes-
sional advice on how you can retain the hair you have. . . and still grow
gloriously thicker hair 

Should your case require dermatological aids, Mr. Saari will have ,vith him
a sample kit of special laboratory-created formulae and chemo-therapeutical
preparations that Hair Experts use in their world famous , hair growing profes-
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sional office treatments. This professional treatment kit has been especially
created for those who cannot come into Hair Experts' office, yet still want to
enjoy the amazing, gratifying, hair growing results of their treatments.
Robert W. Farrell, TYiahologist 
LOSING YOUR HAIR!
Our Model'll Science- Based Treatments
RESTORE
Better Hair. . 
Healthier Scalp

In 30 Days
or we pay the fee! *

YES in one short month Hair Experts, Inc.'s complete new HAIR TREAT-
MENTS will cleanse out dandruff, clogged in hair passages, kill vast numbers
of bacteria swarming beneath diseased scalp, relieves itchiness, revives blood
circulation, establish more blood circu.lation, help nature better perform her
function of growing healthy hairs from your scores of thousands of hair
follicles-

Your hair will have more body, life and snap to it.

GROW THICKER HAIR! *
Our famous treatments can grow healthier luxuriously thicker hair! What-

ever the condition that is obstructing your hair growth, Hair Experts will
analyze it, .eliminate the "hair-destroying bacillus , rejuvenate the hair and scalp
to the best possible condition for thriving hair growth, and finally aid Contin-
ued Hair Growth through the years with specialized treatments now, and in-
structions for future personal use that will help you enjoy a Lifetime of
Thicker Hair! 

Eliminate the germ 
Eliminate dandruff itching *
Energize the papilla *
Thicker Hair within a few months.

PROFESSIONAL HAIR TREATMEN'l' S ".
Persons treated for thinning hair first see actual replacement hairs within

about 2 months. . . and very abundantly thicker hair within months! 
Learn how to maintain it for a lifetime

NEW SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES
Used in Hair Experts Exclusive Treatments
Help GROW Thicker Hair
Old Methods Revolutionized and Made Obsolete and.Hair Experts ' Nationally

Famous Treatments Help Regrow "Fuzz" to Full Length, Full Strength! *
Once your scalp has been rejuvenated to hair growing activity, Hair Experts

equip you to maintain that growth for a lifetime.

PROFESSIONAL-
HAIR TREATMENTS *

If your bail' is thinning, or you have the symptoms of alopecia
baldness) we urge you to delay no longer*

Let our proven methods save your hair, produce thicker hair 
YOUR SCALP
A Dynamic Hair Grower!

gradual
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AVOID BALDNESS. . .
Let Hair Experts "Normalize" Your Scalp to Help Produce THICKER
HAIR within a Few Months!
Hair Experts Anal;yze and Rejuvenate the complete cycle of hair growth 

tbat lost bail' will be replaced naturally b~; strong, virile, obvious hair growth.

LOSING YOUR HAIR AND YOUR LOOKS?
Head for the Hair Experts for the professional care tha t will help you GROW

THICKER HAIR*
Hair Experts ' Specialized Rejuvenating System

NOW! HAIR EXPERTS CAN HELP YOU GROW HAIR AT HOME!

WANT TO GROW THICKER HAIR?
Here s How Hair Experts Science-Based Treatments Can Help You
Hair Experts ' Modern Treatments are Completely Comprehensive

1. They disgorge the scalp disorder that is stunting hair growth.

2. They normalize hair-growing activity.
3. They stimulate short, weak fuzz to full , vigorous growth.

They stimulate the hair-making "factory" to dynamic production*
WIll help you to gloriously, virile, thicker hair. . . and we ll teach you how to
maintain it for life.

PAR. 5. Respondents' preparations are composed of the following
ingredients in various combinations:

. vV 001 Fat BenzocainCastor Oil Benzoic Acid1Vhite Oil :MercuryCantharides PhenolThymol CresolIsopropyl Alcohol Stearic Acid
Jaborandi Leaves TriethanolamineEuresol Cety 1 Alcohol
Diethylene Glycol Monethylether ResorcinolSalicylic Acid Natural EstrogenicCastor Oil Substance P. 1\1:. 

Balsam Peru Androgenic SubstanceCapsicum SulphurMenthol SorbitolChlorestone Potassium HydroxideIchthammol Parasept MChloralhydrate Ammonium Chloride
Pyridium Chloride Sulfonated Oils

PAR. 6. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representa-
tions and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein , respond-
ents represented , directly and by implication, that the use of said prep-
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arations , methods and treatments by their operators in their various
places of business and by purchasers of their preparations, in their
homes, will cause hair to grow when growth has ceased and resulted
in thin hair or partial baldness; that the hair growing functions of
the scalp will be rejuvenated; that fuzz on the scalp will be developed
into normal hair; that the germicides included among their prepara-
tions will penetrate below the skin surface, kill bacteria there located
and will destroy bacilli on the scalp surface; that their said prepara-
tions will prevent baldness, grow hair on bald heads and will enable
an individual to maintain a thick growth of hair for life; will reopen
clogged hair passages in the scalp, energize hair papillae , make slug-
gish blood circulation in the scalp normal, eliminate excessive falling
hair , loose dandruff , itching and dryness and oiliness of the. hair and
scalp; and that the preparations, treatments and methods used by
respondents are new , scientific discoveries in the treatment of hair and
seal p disorders.

Respondents, by the use of the designation "Trichologist" in their
advertisements in connection with certain of their operators or em-

ployees, thereby represent that said persons have had competent train-
ing in dermatology or other branches of medicine having to do with
the diagnosis and treatment of scalp disorders affecting the hair. 

PAR. 7. The said advertisements are misleading in material respects
and constitute "false advertisements" as that term is defined in the
Federal Trade Cmnmission Act. In truth and in fact, the use of re-
spondents ' preparations , methods and treatments in their places of
business and the use of their said preparations by persons in their
homes will have no effect in causing hair to grow in cases of thin hair
or partial baldness. Their use will not rejuvenate or have any effect
on the hair growing functions of the scalp and will not cause fuzz to
develop into normal hair. Their germicidal preparations will not
penetrate below the skin surface nor will they destroy bacilli on the
scalp surface. They will not prevent baldness , cause hair to grow on
bald heads nor enable a person to maintain a thick growth of hair for
any length of time. Said preparations 'will not reopen c1ogged hair
passages, will not energize hair papillae, make sluggish blood circula';
tion in the scalp normal, eliminate excessive falling hair~ loose dan-
druff, itching, dryness or oiliness of the hair and scalp. The drugs
contained in sa.id preparations and the methods and treatments used
by respondents are not new or scientific discoveries. As a matter. of 
fact, all the ingredients in said preparations and respondents ' methods
of treatment have been used without success for many ye.ars in an
effort to correct falling hair , to grow hair and to prevent baldness.
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The designation " 'frichologist" is self-assumed and the persons to
whom it is applied have not undergone competent training in derma-
tology or any other branch of medicine pertaining to the treatment

of sealp disorders affecting the hair.
PAR. 8. The use by the respondents of the foregoing false, deceptive

and misleading statements and representations disseminated as afore-
said, has had and now has , the eapaeity and tendeney to , and. does , mis-
lead and deceive a substantial portion of the publie into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that all such statements and representations are
true, and induees a substantial portion of the purehasing publie to
visit respondents ' various offiees for the purpose of obtaining treat-
ments and to purehase respondents ' produets hereinabove referred 
beea.use of such erroneous and mistaken belief, engendered as above set
forth.

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and praetices of the respondents as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the publie and consti-
tute unfair and deeeptive acts and practices in commeree, within the
intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION OF THE COl\LMISSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Praetiee
and as set forth in the Commission s "Decision of the Commission
and Order to File Report of Compliance \ dated May 17, 1952 , the
initial deeision in the instant matter of hearing examiner James A.
Purcell , as set out as follows , became on that date the decision of the
Commission.

INITIAL DECISION BY JAMES A. PURCELL , HEAlUNG EXADIINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
the Federal Trade Cominission on lVlarch 22 , 1950, issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondents Hair
Experts~ Inc., a corporation, and Robert 'V. Farren , Harold E.
Candler and Abram .Tacobson individually and as officers of Hair
Experts , Inc. , the.y being respectively President, Vice-President and
Treasurer , and Secretary thereof, charging them with the use of unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in conlme~rce in violation of the pro-
visions of said Act. After issuance of the eomplaint respondents filed
their joint ~nswer on April 1950. On September 1951 , re-

spondents formally moved the withdrawal of the aforesaid answer and
requested permission to file in lieu thereof an answer admitting all
the material allegations of fact set forth in the complaint (excepting
those set forth in the Tollowingsentence), and waiving all intervening
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procedure and further hearings as to said facts , such admission ans,"ver
having been recorded herein on September 21 , 1951. The foregoing
exceptions are that respondents are not now engaged in business in
the District of Columbia; correcting the spelling of one chemical in-
gredient; deleting another such; substituting two and adding one
ingredient not set forth in the complaint, all of which are apparent
on the face of the record and the Findings of Fact .herein contained
will correctly reflect the facts consonant with the foregoing. No hear-
ings were held for the taking of testimony or other evidence.

Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final considera-
tion by the above-named Hearing Examiner, theretofore duly desig-
Dated by the Commission , on the complaint and answer thereto , as well
also proposed findings as to the facts and conclusions presented 

counsel in support of the complaint, oral argument thereon not having
been requested. ResDoncJp.nt,s did not submit proposed findings and
conclusion.

Said Hearing Examin8r , haying duly considered the record herein
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes
the following findings as to the facts , conclusions drawn therefrom
and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Hair Experts, Inc. , is a ~orporation organized, exist-
ing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State

of :Michigan , with its principal office and place, of business at 1214

Griswold Street, Detroit , ~1:ichigan.
Robert 'V. Farrell is the president of said corporation. The office

and principal place of business of said respondent is 1214 Griswold
Street, Detroit, ~lichigan.

Harold E. Candler is vice-president and treasurer of said corpora-
tion. The office and principal place of business of said respondent
is 1448 V,T abash Street, Detroit, ~lichigan.

Abram Jacobson is the secretary of said corporation. The office
and principal place of business of said responcle.nt is 1214 Griswold
Street , Detroit, ~1ichigan.

The respondent, Hair Experts, Inc. , also maintains and operates
branches and retail stores in the cities of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
New York, New York; Brooklyn , New York; N e,vark, New Jersey;

amaica, Long Island; Baltimore, ~lary land; Boston , ~lassachusetts :
and Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania , whieh places of business are operated
under the name of Hair Experts , Inc. , and 'which deal exclusively in
the preparations sold by respondents, and the. use of said preparations.
in office treatments.
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. The individual respondents, individually and as officers of the cor-
porate respondent, formulate, direct and control all of its business
activities and policies. In connection with the control of the busi-
ness activities of the main offices in Detroit and the branch offices
the respondents cause the preparation of all advertising copy used by
such branches.

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business the respondents
for se,'eral years last past, have been engaged in the sale and distri.
bution of various cosmetic and mecljeinal preparations for external
use in the treatment of conditions of the hair and scalp, and in the use
of said preparations in connection with treatments administered in
their various offices. Respondents cause said preparations , when sold
to be transported from the place of business of the corporate respond-
eut in Michigan and from other manufacturers located in the State
of ltfichigan and in other States to its various branches or retail stores
owned and operated as hereinabove set forth and to purchasers thereof
located in various other States of the United States. Respondenfs
maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a course
of trade in said cosmetic and medicinal preparations in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States.

PAR. 3. Respondent has adopted several methods in connection with
the sale of their various pi' eparations. Fi'i'st respondents, through
extensive advertising, invite persons to come to their places of business
for diagnosis and treatment; whereupon certain series of treatments
are recommended. If said treatments are agreed to , certain of their
cosmetic and medicinal preparations are sold to such persons and used
in the process of such treatments. Second respondents sell home
treatment kits with instructions to persons induced to visit respond-
ents ' said offices by virtue of said advertisements. These kits consist
of respondents ' cosmetic and medicinal preparations for the treatment
of the hair and scalp. Third certain of respondents ' branches have
sent traveling representatives to various cities, whose visits were ex-
tensively advertised in the cities to be visited which advertisements
invited the public to call upon said representatives for diagnosis and
advice. These representatives recommended either treatment a,t one
of respondents ' branches or the purchase of the home treatment kits
previously described. Still another method employed by respondents
was the mailing of questionnaires to prospective purchasers , which
questionnail~es when answered were followed up by offers of branch
office treatment or the sale of home treatment kits previously described.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business the
respondents have c1issmninated , and have caused the dissemination of
advertisements concerning their preparations by the United States
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mails and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and respondents have
also disseminated , and have caused the dissemination of, advertise-
ments concerning their said preparations, by various means , for the
purpose of inducing, and which were likely to induce, directly or in-
directly, the purchase of their preparations in commerce, as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Among and typical of the false, misleading and deceptive state-
ments and representations contained in said advertisements, dissem-
inated and caused to be disseminated , as hereinabove set forth, by the
United States mails , by advertisements in newspapers and periodicals
by circulars, leaflets, pamphlets and other advertising literature are
the following:
THICKER HAIR
Within 6 Months!
NE\V PROVED SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY REVOLUTIONIZED
Past Methods Inducing Growth Faster
Re-Grow Hair to Full Length-
Thin Hair gets Thicker Within 6 Months.
Excessive Hair Loss, Dandruff, Itching and Dryness (or oiliness) are more

quickly corrected by this new type of treatment and "leak diseased hair is
more readily replaced by a strong, vigorous growth , so essential to true attrac-
tiveness in both social and business life.
JUST THREE STEPS

First your scalp is thoroughly cleansed of the dandruff or the other disorder
through special , gentle but effective antiseptics which penetrate below the skin
surface to kill the source of the infection. Then rejuvenating or rebuilding
treatments put the scalp in a condition conducive to the growth of strong,
vigorous hair. Finally the different stimulating action of these advanced liquid
formulae aid Nature in starting the growth of mature hair.
THICKER HAIR FOR A LIFETIME
Once started, this healthy hair grows to normal length.
Robert W. Farrell, Trichologist 
WONDERFUL NEWS!
Grow thicker hair within 6 months!

FREE Hair and Scalp Examination by Mr. Wayne M. Saari, Representative of
nationally famous HAIR EXPERTS, INC. * Here s the chance of a lifetime. . . 
An opportunity to grow thicker hair within 6 months. . . . and maintain it for
the rest of your life! To analyze the condition which is retarding your hair
growth , Mr. Saari will personally conduct private, professional hair and scalp
examinations at. the Rowe Hotel from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M. on Friday, October 24th.
He will give you invaluable professional advice on how you can retain the hair
you hav~ . . . and still grow gloriously thicker hair 

Should your case require dermatological aids, Mr. Saari will have with him a
sample kit of special laboratory-created formulae and chemo-therapeutical
preparations that Hair Experts use in their world famous, hair growing profes-
sional office treatments. This professional treatment kit has been especinlly
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created for those who cannot come into Hair Experts' office, yet still want to
enjoy the amazing, gratifying, hair growing results of their treatments.
Robe-rt W. Farrell, T1'ichologist 

LOSING YOUR HAIR!
Our Modern Science-Based Treatments
RESTORE
Better Hair. 

. . .

Healthier Scalp

In 30 Days
or we pay. the fee! 

.,.

YES in one short month Hair Experts, Inc.'s complete new HAIR TREAT-
MENTS will cleanse out dandruff, clogged in hair passages, kill vast numbers of
bftcteria swarming beneath diseased scalp, relieves itchiness, revives blood
eirculation , e~tablish more blood circulation , help nature better perform her
function of growing healthy hairs from your scores of thousands of bail'
follicles-
Your hair will have more body, life and snap to it.
GRO\V THICKER HAIR! 

Our famous treatments can grow healthier luxuriously thicker hair! What-
ever the condition that. is obstructing your hair growth , Hair Experts will
analyze it, eliminate the "hair-destroying bacillus," rejuvenate the bail' and
scalp to the best possible condition for thriving hair growth, and finally aid
Continued Hair Growth through the years with specialized treatments now, and
instructions for futur~ personal use that will help you enjoy a Lifetime of
Thicker Hair! 

Eliminate the germ 
Elimina te dandruff itching 

Energize the papilla *
Thicker Hair within a few months.

PROFESSIONAL HAIR TREATMENTS 
Persons treated for thinning hair first see actual replacement hairs within

about 2 months. 

. . 

and very abundantly thicker hair within months! '" Learn
how to maintain it for a lifetime 
NEW SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES
Used in Hair Experts Exclusiye Treatments
Help GRO\V Thicker Hair

Old Methods Revolutionized and Made Obsol~te and Hair Experts ' Nationally
Famous Treatments Help
Regrow "Fuzz" to Full Length
Full Strength! 

Once your scalp has been rejuvenated to hair growing' activity, Hair Experts
equip you to maintain that growth for a lifetime.
PROFESSIONAL
HAIR T;REATMENTS 

.,.

If your hair is thinning, or you have the symptoms of alopecia (graduaJ haW.
ness) we urge you to delay no longer *

Let onr pro ten methods save your hair , produce thicker hair 
YOUR SCALP. . .
A Dynamic Hair GroweI' !
A VOID BALDNESS. . .
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Let Hair Experts "Normalize" Your Scalp to Help Produce THICKER HAIR
within a Few Months! 

Hair Experts Analyze and Rejuvenate the complete cycle of hair growth 
that lost hair will be replaced naturally by strong, virile, obvious hair growth.
LOSING YOUR HAIR AND YOUR LOOKS?

Head for the Hair Experts for the profe~sional care that "'ill help you GROW
THICKER HAIR 

Hair Experts' Specialized Reju\"enating S~'stem *
NO'V! HAIR EXPERTS CAN HELP YOU GROW HAIR AT HOME!

WANT TO GROW THICKER HAIR?
Here s How Hair E.'rperts Science- Bused Treatments Can Help You
Hair Experts ' Modern Treatments are Completely Comprehensive
1. They disgorge the scalp cli:sorder that is stunting hair growth.
2. They normalize hair-growing activity.
3. They stimulate short, weak fuzz to full , vigorous growth. They stimu-

late the hair-making "factory" to dynamic production * Will help you to
gloriously, virile, thicker hair. . . and we ll teach you how to maintain it forlife. 

PAR. 5. Respondents ' preparations are composed or the following
ingredients in various combinations:Wool Fat Nfercuric unclecvlenateCastor Oil Phenol
\Vhite Oil CresolCantharides Stearic AcidThymol Triethanolamine
Isopropyl Alcohol Cetyl Alcohol
Jaborandi Leaves X atural EstrogenicEuresol Substance P. :LVI. 

Diethylene Glycol Monethylether Androgenic SubstanceSalicylic Acid Sulphur
Balsam Peru SorbitolCapsicum Potassium Hydroxide:Menthol Parasept l\tIChloretone Parasept P Ichthammol Ammonium ChlorideChloralhydrate Sulfonated OilsBenzocain N (acyl colamine formylmethyl)
Benzoic Acid PYl'idiunl ChlOl :ide.

PAR. 6. Through the use or the aforesaid statements and representa-
tions and others similar thereto not specifically set out herein , respond-

ents represented , directly and by implication, that the use of said
preparations, methods and treatments by their operators in their
various places of business and by purchasers or their preparations , in
their homes, will cause hair to g,row when growth has ceased and
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resulted in thin hair or partial baldness; that the hair growing func-
tions of the scalp will be rejuvenated; that fuzz on the scalp will be
"developed into normal hair; that the germicides included among their
preparations will penetrate below the skin surface, kill bacteria there
located and will destroy bacilli on the scalp surface; that their said
preparations will prevent baldness , grow hail' on bald heads and will
enable. an individual to maintain a thick growth of hair for life; will
reopen clogged hair passages in the scalp, energize hair papillae , make
sluggish blood circulation in the scalp normal, eliminate excessive
falling hair, loose dandruff, itching and dryness and oiliness of the
hair and scalp; and that the preparations, treatments and methods
used by respondents are new , seientific discoveries in the treatment of
hair a.nd scalp disorders.

Respondents, by the use of the designation "Trichologist" in their
advertisements in connection with certain of their operators or em-
ployees, thereby represent that said persons ha.ve had competent train-
ing in dermatology or other branches of medicine having to do with
the-diagnosis and treatment of scalp disorders affecting the hair.

PAR. 7. The said advertisements are misleading in ma.terial respects
and constitute " fa.lse advertisements~' as that term is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act. In truth and in fact, the use of
respondents ' preparations , methods and treatments in their places of
business and the. use of their said preparations by persons in their
homes will have no effect in causing hair to grow in cases of thin hair
or partial baldness. Their use will not rejuvenate or have any effect
on the; hair growing functions of the scalp and will not cause fuzz to
develop into normal hair. Their g,ermicidal preparations will not
penetrate below the skin surface nor will they destroy bacilli on the
scalp surface. They will not prevent baldness , cause hair to grow on
bald heads nor enable a person to ma.intain a thick growth of hair for
any length of time. Sa.id preparations will not reopen clogged ha.ir
passages , will not energize hair papillae , make sluggish blood circula-
tion in the scalp normal, eliminate excessive falling hair, loose
dandruff, itehing, dryness or oiJiness of the hair and scaIp. The drugs
contained in said preparations and the methods and treatments used
by respondents are not new 01' seientifie discoveries. As a matter of
fact, all the ingredients ill said preparations and respondents ' methods
of treatment have been used without success for many years in an
~ffort to correct falling hair , to grow hair and to prevent baldness.

The designation "Triehologist" is self-assumed and the persons to
whom it is applied have not undergone competent training in derma-
tology or any other branch of medicine pertaining to the treatment
of scalp disorders affecting the hair.
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The use by the respondents of the foregoing false , deceptive and
misleading statements and representations disseminated as aroresaid
has had and now has , the capacity and tendency to , and does, mislead
and deceive a substantial portion or the public into the erroneous
and mistaken belief that all such statements and representations are
true, and induees a substantial portion of the purehasing public to
visit respondents ' various offices for the purpose of obtaining treat-
ments and to purchase respondents ' produets hereinabove rererred to
because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, engendered as above
set forth.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices or the respondents as herein found
are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfaIr
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is ordered That the respondent Hair Experts , Inc. , a corporation
and 'its officers, agents, representatives and employees , and the respond-
ents Robert W. Farrell, Harold E. Candler, and Abram Jacobson
individually and as officers of said respondent corporation; their 1'13-

spective representatives, agents and employees, directly or through
any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for
sale and sale of treatments of the hair and scalp in which the various
cosmetic and medicinal prepara60ns, as set ont in the findings herein
are used; and in connection with the sale, offering for sale and distri-
bution of the various cosmetic and medicinal preparations, as set
out in the findings herein, which are used in the treatment of conditions
of the hair ana scalp, or any other products or preparations of sub-
stantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar
properties, whether sold under the same or any other name, do forth-
with cease and desist from , directly or indirectly:

1. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated, by means of the
United States mails , or by any means in eommerce, as "commerce" is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission. Act, any advertisement
which represents directly or through inference:

(a) That the use of said preparations, methods or treatments by
their operators in their various places of business and by purchasers of
their preparations, in their homes, will cause hair to grow when
growth has ceased and resulted in thin hair or partial baldness.

(b) That the hair growing functions of " the scalp will berejuvenated. 
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(c) That fuzz on the scalp will be developed into normal hair.
(d) That the germicides included among their preparations will

penetrate below the skin surface , kill bacteria there located and will
destroy bacilli on the scalp surface.

( e) That their said preparations wi11 prevent baldness, grow hair
on bald heads and winenable an individual to maintain a thick growth
of hair for life; wi11 reopen clogged hair passages in the scalp, energize
hair papillae, make sluggish blood circulation in the scalp normal
eliminate excessive falling hair, loose dandruff, itching and dryness
and oilness of the hair and scalp.

(f) That the preparations, treatments and methods used by respond-
ents are new, scientific discoveries in the treatment of hair and scalp
disorders.

(g) That the respondents, or any of the respondents ' respective
representatives, agents or employees are "Trichologists " or the use
of any similar name which may tend to , or does by implication , either
directly or indirectly, convey the idea or inference that such persons
have had competent training in dermatology or other branch of
medicine having to do with the diagnosis and treatment of scalp dis-
orders affecting the hair.

2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated, by any means, for
the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or in-
directly, the purchase in commerce, as ~'commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, of respondents' products and treat-
ments, any advertisement which contains any of the representations
prohibited in Paragraph 1 of this order. 

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

It is orde1' That the respondents herein shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with the order to cease and desist (as required by
said declaratory decision and order of l\1a.y 17 , 1952).
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IN THE l\1ATTER OF

ALEXANDER AUERBACH TRADING IN HIS O\VN NA~lE
AND AS FRANK COR\VIN, ETC.

MODIFIED CEASE A:KD DESIST ORDER

Docket 502.5. Orlle' -June 2, 1952

Order modifying prior order in the aforesaid matter , April 18 , 1944, 38 F. T. 
272 at 277, so as to require respondent, his agents, etc. , in connection ,Yitl1
the offer , etc., in commerce, of fibrous stock composed ill ,,-hole 01' in part
of fibers reclaimed from woolen rags, clippings 01' other wool waste which
ha ve been reclaimed and reworked , to cease and desist from making certain
misrepresentations in connection with the use of the term "wool"

, "

re-
processed wool" , and otherwi::;e; and from misbranding '; slloddy" or other
wool products, in violation of the Federal Trade Commission and 'Vool
Products Labeling Act, as in said order belmv set out.

Mr' . R. P. Bellinge1' and 1IIl'. Randolph TV. BHtlich for the Com-
mISSIOn.

Mr' . Sarrwel Shapiro of New York City, for respondent.

:MODlFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

. This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the answer of respond-
ent , in which answer respondent admitted all the materia..l allegations
of fact set forth in the complaint and waived all intervening procedure
and further hearing as to said facts, and the Commission , having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent

. has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act

and the provisions of the 'V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , on
April 18 , 1944 , issued and subsequently served upon the respondent
said findings as to the facts , conclusion and its order to cease and
desist.

Thereafter, this matter came on for reconsideration by the Commis-
sion up~n a motion by counsel for the Commission s Bureau of Anti-
deceptive Practices to reopen this proceeding for the purpose of alter-
1ng in certain respects the order to cease and desist herein , an affidavit
as to certain facts alleged in said motion , a reply opposing said motion
by eoUl~sel for respondent and an affidavit by respondent to the matters
set out in said reply; and the Commission having reconsidered the mat-
ter and being of the opinion that the order to cease anel desist should
be so modified, and having granted saiel motion to -reopen and alter
he order to cease and desist:
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1 t is oi'del'ed That the respondent, Alexander Auerbach, individu-
ally and trading in his own name or as Frank Corwin, Frank Corwin
Company, David Demerer, or Hanover \V 0'01 Company, or trading
l,1nder any other name, his agents, representatives and employees
directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with
the offering for sale , sale or distribution in commerce, as "commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of fibrous stock com-
posed in whole or in part of fibers reclaimed from woolen rags, clip-
pings or other wool ,,'aste 'which have been reclaimed and reworked~
do forthwith cease and desist from: 

(1) Using the terIll "wooF' to designate , describe or otherwise refer
to such reclaimed or reworked fibers unless such fibers are "wool " as

the term is defined in the \V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939.
(2) Using the term "reprocessed wooF' to designate , describe or

othenyise refer to such reclaimed and re\yorked fibers unless such
fibers are " reprocessed wool ': a~ the term is defined in the "\V 001

Products Labeling Act of 1939.
PJ'o'L'ided , hUlCe'Vel' That nothing herein contained shall be construed

as in any way restricting, enlarging or altering the applicability 
the provisions of the \V 001 Products Labeling ~\ct of 1939 and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder to respondent or his
products.

(3) Representing, directly or by implication, that fibrous stock

composed in whole or in part of fibers reclaimed from \voolen rags
clippings, or other wool \yaste which have been reclaimed and re-
worked , is or may be described or identified as " wool" uncleI' the pro-
visions of the \V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , except to the ex-
tent which it contains constituent fibers of "wool" as defined in said
Act, or is or may be described as " reproc.essed wool" exc.ept to the
extent which it contains constituent fibers of "\'001" as " reprocessed
wool" as defined therein.

( 4) j\iisrepresenting or concealing, through the use of fictitious
names or otherwise , the identity of respondent or his business.

It is lwf'the7' o-r-de1'
That the respondent, Alexander Auerbac.h

individually and trading in his own name and as Frank Corwin
Frank Corwin Company, Frank Cohen , David Demerer , and Han-
over \Vool Stock Company, or trading under any other name, and his

representatives , agents , and employees, directly or through any cor-

porate or other device , in connection with tl~e introduction or manu-
facture for introduction into commerce , or the sale , transportation , or
distribution in coml11erc.e , as "commerce" is defined in the aforesaid
Acts, do forthwith cease and desist from misbranding "shoddy" or

other wool produc.ts " as defined in and subject to the vV 001 Products
21384.0-54-
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Labeling Act of 1939, which contain , purport to contain, or in any
way are represented as containing "wool

" "

reprocessed wool " or
reused wool " as those terms are defined in said Act, by failing to

securely affix to or place on each of such products a stamp, tag, label
or other means of identification showing in a clear and conspicuous
manner:

(a) The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool product
exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five percentl1m of said total
fiber weight, of (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool , (3) reused wool, (4)
each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of such
fiber is five percentum or more, and (5) the aggregate of all other
fibers.

(b) The maximum percentage of the total weight of such wool
product of any non-fibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter.

( c) The name of the manufacturer of such wool product, or the
manufacturer s registered identification number and the name of a
seller of such wool product, or the name of one or more persons in-
troducing such wool product into commerce, or engaged in the sale
transportation, or distribution thereof in commerce, as "commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act and the 'V 001 (Prod-
ucts Labeling Act of 1939.

Provided That the foregoing provisions concerning misbranding
shall not be construed to prohibit acts permitted by paragraphs (a)
and (b) of Section 3 of the vVool Products Labeling Act of 1939; and
provided, further that nothing contained in this order shall be con-
strued as limiting any applicable provisions of said Act or the Rules
and Regulations promulgated thereunder.

I t is further ordered That the respondent shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission
a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which he has complied with this order.
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IN THE MA'ITER OF

BORK MANUFACTURING CO.

, '

INC. AND ALVIN BaRKIN
MODIFIED CEASE AND DF.SIST ORDER

Docket 5525. Order-J /(ne 2, 1952

Order modifying, in accordance with the final decree entered on February 5,
1952, by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in Bork Manufacturing
00. , Inc. et al. v. Federal Trade OOnml-i88ion, cease and desist order of Oc-
tober 24 1950, 47 F. T. C. 518 at 525 which required respondents to cease and
desist from selling, etc., in commerce, punch boards, push cards, or other
lottery devices "which are to be used or may be used in the sale or distribu-
tion of merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance, gift enter-
prise, or lottery scheme -so as to delete therefrom the words "or may be
used" .

Before Mr. W. W. Sheppard hearing examiner.

Mr. J., W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Mr. Mamw-ell Slote of New York City, for respondents. 
Battle, Fowler, Neaman, Stokes Kneel and M'i' . Alvin Miller

New York City, also represented Alvin Bork.

MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and th~ respondents ' sub-
stituted answer (no brief having been filed by the respondents) ; and
the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its con-
clusion that said respondents have violated the provisions of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act, and having issued an order to cease and
desist; and 
Respondents Bork Manufacturing Co. , Inc., a corporation, a.nd Al-

vin Borkin , individually and as President of such corporation, having
filed in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit their
petition to review and set aside the order to cease and desist issued
herein, and that Court having heard the matter on briefs and oral
argument, having fully considered the matter, and having, there-
after, on February 5, 1952, entered its final decree modifying and
affirming and enforcing, as modified, the aforesaid order to cease and
desist pursuant to its opinion announced on February 5 , 1952; and

Thereafter, the Commission having reconsidered the matter , and
being of the opinion that its order should be modified so as to accord
with the aforesaid opinion and final decree of the United States Court.
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit:
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J t is he1'eby order'eel That the respondents, Bark Manufacturing
Co. , Inc. , a corporation, and Alvin Bork, individually and as Pres-
ident of such corporation, and their officers , agents , representatives
and employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, do
forthwith cease and desist from:

Selling or distributing in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, punchboards, puslY cards, or other
10ttery devices, which are to be used in the sale or distribution of mer-
chandise to the public by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise
or lottery schome. 

1 t is further ordered That within the period of time allowed by the
aforesaid final decree of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit, the respondents shall file with the Commission a re-
port in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

THE EL1\1:0 COlVIP ANY, INC.

'COMPLAINT, SETTLE::.\IENT, FIKDU\GS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 19,a

Docket 5959. Com.plaint, Feb. 195~-Decision., June 10, 1952

Where a corporation engaged in the interstate sale and distribution to the public
of a combination of drug preparations and a device referred to by it as
Home Treatment" ; in advertisements in newspapers and periodicals and

through circulars and other advertising media-
(a) Represented that use of its said preparations and device in combination , as

directed, would cure or constitute an effective treatment for deafness and
impaired hearing, and particularly deafness and impaired hearing with ear
and head noises due to catarrh, including dry catarrh;

The facts being that such treatment would have no beneficial effect upon deafness
not caused by catarrh , and no such effect upon deafness or impaired hearing,
together with head or ear noises caused by discharging catarrh, in excess

of affording temporary relief; in case of dry catarrh the benefits were lim-
ited to softening of the dried exudates, which would have to be removed by
other means for relief;

(b) Falsely represented that its said method of treatment was based on the
findings of accepted medical authorities specializing in the treatment of the
e~' e, ear, nose and throat;

(c) Represented falsely that catarrh is the most common cau.se of deafness;
(d) Represented that said preparations and device might bf' used safely and

without harm to the user; when in fact the directed procedure might cause
infectious materials to be forced into the deeper structures of the ear, and
might even result in injury to the ear drum;

(e) Failed to reveal that the cotton on which its product was used should not
be pushed into the ear so far that it would not be easily removed with the
fingers, and that when infection was present, the cotton pushed deeply into
the ear might result in injury, including the extension of infection into
the deeper ear structures; and

(f) Failed to reveal that use of aforesaid device might similarly result in ex-

tending infection into the deeper structures of the ear and in serious in-
jury; and

(g) Represented falsely in sales literature advertising a booklet or circular
entitled "Diet-Foods and Vitamins , which it sold, " that Vitamin A in
proper quantities helps materially to prevent colds

" ;

With tendency and capacity to deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the mistaken belief that said statements and advertisements were
true and to induce it because of such belief to purchase said products:

Held That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth , were all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceIr
tive acts and practices in commerce.
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Before Mr. J. Earl Cow hearing examiner.

jyfr. John M. Ru.ssell and Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Com-
mISSIOn.

Mr. Clinton Robb and Mr. H. E. Manghum of "\Vashington, D. C.
for respondent.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that The Elmo Company,
Inc. , a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has vio-
lated the provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeaing by it in respect thereof would be in the public inter-
est, hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, The Elmo Company, Inc. , is a corpora-

tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of Iowa with its principal place of business in
Davenport, Iowa.

PAR. 2. Respondent is now , and for several years last past has been
engaged in the business of selling and distributing to the public cer-
tain preparations containing drugs and a device as "drug" and "de-
vice" are defined in the Federal Trade Coinmission 'Act. The com-
bination of the preparations and the device are referred to by re-
spondent as "Home Treatment.

The designations used by respondent for its said preparations and
the formulas and directions for use thereof and the designation , de-
scription and directions for use. of its said device are as fol1ows:

Designation: Elmo Ear Oil No.
Formula:

Gal. Pts. OZ8.

Alcohol______----------------- -- ---------- ---------------- 1 
Menthyl Salicylate U. S. P ----------------------------------------- 2Yz
Oil Eucalyptus_-- --- -- 

---------- --- ---------- ---- -- --- -------- - 

--- 2 

Chloroform (technical) -------------------------------------- 1 
White Mineral OiL__

---_-------------------~-------- 

Capsicum_- ------- 

--------- ----- -----

----------------------------- 1 

Directions for use:

Put two or three drops of this oil on a small piece of absorbent cotton.
Place well down in the ear canal with finger. Remove cotton in 10 to 15
minutes. Use night and morning.

Designation: Elmo Nnsal Cleanser No. 

Formula:
Sodium Chloride--------------- ----_n_-------- 95 lbs. 5 oz.

Powdered Sodium Borate--- ----------_n

--------

- 100 Ibs.
Oil Eucalyptus----------------------_n_--------- 3 pts.
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Menthyl Salicylate_____-------------------------- 2 pts.
Menthol approxi1l1ately_-___---------------------- 8 ozs.
Aniline Pink #7264______------

------------

-,.----- 1 gr. to each lb.
Potassium Iodide______-------------------------- 6 lbs. 2 oz. 350 gr.
Sodium Salicylate______------------------------_. 2 lbs. 1 oz. 146 gr.
Sodium Benzoate-----_------------------ -------_. 2 lhs. 1 oz. 146 gr.

Elmo Nasal Cleanser No. 2 is applied by means of a U-shaped glass tube
designated Elmo No. 7 Nasal Douche.

Directions for use:

Fill Nasal Douche tl1ree-fourths full with No. 2 solution. Insert tapered

end in nose, holding head WELL FORWARD and DOWN. Snuff up con-
tents of douche. Hepeat in other nostril. Retain solution for a minute or
two before gently blowing nose. Use twice daily, night and morning.

Designation: Elmo Throat Gargle No.

Formula:
To each ounce:

Salicylic Acid---__-------------------------_--____n__. 21fa gr.
Carbolic Acid (Phenol U. S. P. ------------------------ %0 gr.
Eucalyptol U. S. P ------------------------------------ %0 gr.
Menthol U. S. P -------------------------------------- %0 gr.
Thymol U. S. P --------------------------------------- %0 gr.
Zinc Sulphate---------------------------------------- 55 gr.
Boric Acid__----------------------------------------- 378'h gr.

Directions for use:
Preparation No. 3 is to be placed in a clean pint bottle and filled with water
that has been boiled and let cool , and used as a throat gargle, to help remove
the catarrhal secretions of the throat. About a teaspoonful at a time of

this preparation should he enough. Use twice a day.

Designation: Elmo Vapor Inhaler No.
Formula:

Oil Peppennint_____------ --------- 

-----------------

Oil Eucal yptus---------- - 

--- - ----- --- --- - --- -------

Oil Mustard (synthetic) 

----------------------------

White Mineral OiL___------------------------

------

Gao pes. OZB.

1;2

Directions for use:

Remove corks from both ends. Place tapered end into nostril, close other
nostril tight with finger, then GENTLY inhale through tube. Repeat same
operation in both nostrils several times a day. Keep inhaler tightly corked
when not in use. See direction sheet for inflation of Eustachian tubes.

Designation: Elmo Massage Ointment No.

Formula:
Cream White Petrolatum_-____------------------------------------ 5 lbs.
Oil Capsicum______---------------------------------------------- %, oz.

Directions for use:

Apply small quantity behind, in front and below ears. Rub into the skin
from ears downward to angle of jaw on throat to promote warm glow. Use
twice daily.
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Designation: Elmo Nasal Ointment No.

Formula:
Cream White Petrolatum______------------- 10 lbs.
32 oz. Oil EucalyptnS_____-----

------------

20112 oz. Menthyl Salicylate______---------_. 20 oz. of this mixture
16112 oz. Oil PepperminL______-------------
Oil of Pine Needles_---_-------------------- 1 oz.
Oil of Sassafras_____----------------------- 1 oz.

Directions for use:

Place small quantity well up each nostril , spread over mucous membrane
and snuff back. Use twice daily.

Designation: Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator
. Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator is a glass tube device with a plunger or piston.
The bulb which is at one end of this tube contains a small opening.

Directions for use:

Place glass bulb into hole in ear, holding so air cannot escape around bulb.
Then draw piston slowly in and out ten or twelve times. Use once a day.
When ear becomes accustomed to Ear-Vibrator, use morning and night. For
indicated ear condition only. DO NOT USE IF EAR DISCHARGES.

Designation: Elmo Recharge Liquid No.

Elmo Recharge Liquid No. 9 is the liquid used in the "Elmo Vapel' In-
haler No. " and is sold for the purpose of recharging the Inhaler. The
formula for this preparation is set out under the Inhaler.

. PAR. 3. In the .course a:nd conduct of its said business respondent
eauses and has causecl its said preparations and deviee, when sold , to be
shipped from its s:Jid place of business in the State of Iowa to the
purehasers thereof located in various other States of the United
States. Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein
has maintained , a eourse of trade in its said preparations and device
in commerce between and among the various States of the United
States. The volume of said business in such commerce is substaptial.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business respondents, sub-
sequent to ~iarch 21 , 1938 , has disseminated , and caused the dissemi-
nation of, certain advertisements cOll,cerning its said preparations and
device by the United States mails and by various means in eommerce
as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, for
the purpose of indueing~ and which were likely to induce, directly
or indire('tly~ the purchase of said products , including but not limited
to advertisements inserted in newspapers and periodicals and 
means of cireulars and other adve.rtising media; and respondent has
disseminated , and eaused the dissemination of, advertisements con-
cerning its said products by various means including, but not limited

, the media above referre.d to , for the purpose of iilducing and which
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were likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of its said
products in commerce, as "commerce . is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

PAR. 5. Among the statements and representations contained in
said advertisements disseminated as aforesaid are the following:

THE ELMO HOME TREATI\IENT H.:\.S HELPED TO IMPROVE OR RE-
TUHN THE HEARING OR REMOVE 'l'HE NERVE RACKI)\G HEAD NOISES
OF A GREAT MANY PEOPLE IN O~E OIl MORE MONTHS TIME. Many have
claimed one month was enough.

If you have Dr~1 Catarrh you will need LONGER TREATMENT to tr~1 and
help your hearing or bead noises.

Catarrh is, by far, the most common cause of deafness and head noises.
My head noises are all gone now and m~1 hearing is as good as it used to be

1Jefore I had the Catanh. I feel like I am well 

'" "'

I have regained my hearing and the head noises have stopped. That was
what I hoped for but 111so what I had never expected to have happen * "'

Oilly those who are hard of hearing know what a handicap it is to them in
every day life-and these people should do everything they can to correct this
condition.

Your hearing is to precious to keep on losing it, if there is a chance to improve
or recover it.

Head Noise Misery?

Try this simple Home Treatment. Many people have written us that our
home treatment brought them blessed relief from the miseries of Hard of Hear-
ing and Head Noises due to catarrh of the head. Many were past 70. For
proof of these amazing results, write us today. Nothing to wear. Treatment
used right in ~'our own home-easy and simple.

EAR NOISES

If you suffer from those miserable ear noises and are Hard of Hearing due
to catarrh of the head, write us NOW for proof of the good results many people
have reported after mdllg our simple home treatment * 

'" *

DEAF
HARD OF HEARING?

HEAD NOISES? If you suffer from hard of hearing and those miserable
head noises, due to catarrh of the head, write us NO\V for proof of the good
results our simple home treatment has accomplished for a great many people.
Many past 70 report head noises gone and hearing fine. Nothing to wear.
Senel NO\\! for proof and 30 days trial offer. No obligation.

Different because our method is based on the findings of accepted medical
authorities who specialize in the treatment of the eye, ear , nose and throat.

Nothing in t~e treatment to harm ~'ou * 

'" *

P..m. 6. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and others of
the same import , respondent represented, directly and by implication
that the use of its said preparations and device in combination, as
directed , ,vill cure or constitute an effective treatment for deafness and
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impaired hearing and particularly deafness and impaired hearing, to-
gether with ear and head noises due to catarrh , ine1udiI?-g dry catarrh;
that the method of treatment including the use of its preparat~ons and
device is based on the findings of accepted .medical authorities speCializ-
ing in the treatment of the eye, ear, nose and throat; that catarrh 
the most common cause of deafness and that said preparations and
device may be used safely and without harmto the user.

PAR. 7. The said advertisements are misleading in material respects
and constitute "false advertisements" as that term is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act. In t~uth and in fact, the use of
respondent' s preparations, as directed or otherwise, will ha ve 
beneficial value whatsoever in eases of deafness and impaired hearing
except when caused by catarrh , that is, a chronic inflammation of, and
hypersecretion from, the membranes of the nose . ear or air passages.
When deafness or impaired hearing, together with ear or head noises
result from discharging catarrh , the use pf respondent' s preparations
as directed or otherwise, will have no beneficial effect in the treatment
of. said conditions in excess of temporarily relieving the catarrhal
condition and the resulting dearness or impaired hearing and ear and
head noises. In cases of deafness or impaired hearing and head and
ear noises resulting from so-called dry catarrh , the benefits derived
from the use of said preparations, as directed or otherwise, are limited
to the softening of the dried exudates. Respondent' s treatment would
not usually result in the removal or these exudates and , until removed
by other means, the deafness or impaired hearing and head and ear
noises due to these exudates would be expected to continue. The use
or Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator, as directed or otherwise, will have no
beneficial effect in the treatment of deafness or impaired hearing or
of ear or head noises due to catarrh. Respondent's method of treat-
ment and the preparations and device employed is not based on the
findings of any accepted medical authorities. Catarrh is not the
most common cause of deafness. Respondent' s Elmo Ear Oil No.
and Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator are not safe to use and may cause injury
to the user as is more fully set out hereinafter. 

PAR. 8. The aforesaid advertisements are misleading in material

respects and constitute "false adyertisements" as that term is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act for the further reason that they
fail to reveal facts 11J.aterial in the light of such representations and
materi~l with respect to the consequences which may result from the
use of the preparation Elmo Ear Oil No. 1 and the device Elmo No.
Ear-Vibrator, to which the advertisements relate, under the condi-
tions prescribed in said advertisements and the directions for use or
Id preparations and device, or under such conditions as may be
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customary and usual. In truth and in fact, the directed procedure
for the use of Elmo Ear Oil No. , when the ear is infected , might
eause infectious material to be forced into the deeper structures of

the ear with the resultant extension of a supeTficial infection in the
external ear canal into the deeper portion of the ear such as the middle
ear or even the internal ear. There is a further danger that part of
the cotton might become detached during one application -of the ear
oil and remain in the ear canal and be pushed still farther inward
when the next application of oil is made resulting in obstructing the
diseharge of infectious material and causing its extension into the
deeper structures of the ear. The direction to place a small piece of
absorbent cotton well down into the ear canal with the finger is par-
ticula~ly likely to ~'esult in injury for the reason that cotton saturated
with .oil alid pushed into the ear canal\\~ith the finger could not be
removed by means of the fingers but would have to be removed by
tweezers or some other instrument. The use of such instrumentalities
may result in trauma of the ear canal and ensuing infe~tion and in
inexperienced hands might even result in injury to the ear drum.

The use of respondent's Elmo No. Ear-Vibrator in the manner
directed will produce alternating positive and negative air pressure
in the ear canal and in cases where there is infection of the external
ear this procedure may force infectious material farther into the ear
canal and thus extend the infection. Furthermore , where the ear drum
has been punctured or ruptnred the infeetious material may be forced
into the middle or internal ear and the extension of the infection ,vould
further endanger the individual's hearing and might even endanger
life itself. Infectious material may be present in the ear canal without
discharge from the ear.

PAR. 9. Respondent, in the course and conduct of its business, also
sells a booklet oreircular entitled "Diet-Foods and Vitamins.
causes said booklet or circular, when sold , to be transported from its
place of business in the State of Iowa to the purchasers thereof located
in other States of the United States.

PAR. 10. In sales literature describing the benefits -which may be
expected by follmving the diet set forth in said booklet, respondent
states "We have learned in recent years that Vitamin A in proper
quantities helps materially to prevent colds. So from this pamphlet
you may select the foods you like containing high Vitamin A to fur-
ther assist in _our treatment toward good hearing by helping to prevent
head eolds.

Said statement is false misleading and deceptive. In truth and 
fact , Vitamin . , taken in any quantity, is not effective in preventing
head colds.
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PAR. 11. The use and dissemination by respondent of the foregoing
false, misleading and deceptive advertisements , statements and repre-
sentations had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a
substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that said aclve-rtisements and statements were true
and that its preparation Elmo Ear Oil No. 1 and its device Elmo No.
Ear-Vibrator are safe and can be used without harm under the. condi-
tions prescribed in its advertisements and the directions for use and
under such conditions as may be customary and usual and to induce
a substantial portion of the purchasing public , because of such errone-
ous and mistaken belief, to purchase its said proclncts.

PAn. 12. The acts and practice.s of responde.nt , as ftforesaicl , are all
to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and mean-
ing of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

CON SENT SETTLEMENT 1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission , on February 28 , 1952, issued and sub-
sequently served its complaint on the respondent named in the caption
hereof, charging it with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in violation of the provisions of said Act.

The respondent, desiring that this proceeding be disposed of by
the consent settlement procedure provided in Rule V of the Com-
mission s Rules of Practice , solely for the purposes of this proceeding,
any review thereof, and the enforcement of the order consented to
and conditioned upon the Commission s acceptance of the consent set-
tlement hereinafter set forth , and in lieu of answer to said complaint
heretofore filed and which , upon acceptance by the COlnmission of this
settlement , is to be withdrawn from the record , hereby:

1. Admits all the jurisdictional allegation set forth in the complaint.
2. Consents that the Commission may. enter the matters hereinafter

set forth as its findings as to the facts , conclusion , and order to cease
and desist. It is understood that the respondent, in consenting to the
Coillmission s entry of said findings as to the facts , conclusion , and
order to cease al~cl desist, specifically refrains from admitting or c1eny-

1 The Commission s "Notice" announcing and promulgating- the consent settlement as
published herewith , follows:

The conSE'nt settlement tendered by the partiE's in this procf'eding. a copy of which 
served herewith , was accepted by the Commission on June 10, 1952 , and orderE'd entered
of record as the Commission s findings as to the facts, conclusion , and order in disposition
of tbis proceeding.

The time for filing r€port of compliance pursuant to the aforesaid oruer runs from the
date of service hereof.
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ing that it has engaged in any of the acts 01' practices stated therein to
be in violation of law.

3. Agrees that this conse.nt settlement may be set aside in whole or
in part under the conditions and in the manner provided in paragraph
(f) of Rule V of the Commission s Rules of Practice.

The admitted jurisdictional facts, the statement of the acts and
practices which the Commission had reason to believe were unlawful
the conclusion based thereon, and the order to cease and desist, all of
which the respondent consents may be entered herein in final dis-
position of this proceeding, are as follows:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

Respondent, The Elmo Company, Inc. , is a corporation organized,
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Iowa with its principal place of business in Davenport, Iowa.

Respondent is now , and for several years last past has been , engaged
in the business of selling and distributing to the public certain prep-
arations containing drugs and a device as "drug" and "device" are
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. The combination of
the preparations and the device are referred to by respondent as
"Home Treatment"

The designations used by respondent for its said preparations and
the formulas and directions for use thereof and the designation
description and directions for use of its said device are as follows:
Designation: Elmo Ear Oil No.
Formula: Ga.l. pes. OZ8.

Alcohol______------

----------------------------------

------ 1 
Menthyl Salicylate U. S. P -------------------------

----------

----- 2%
Oil Eucalyptus_----- ------ ----------- 

- --- --- - - - -- --- -- - -- ----- - - - - 

21h
Chloroform (technical) ----------------------------

------

-- 1 
White Mineral OiL_____

_---------------------- -- 

21h 

.----------------.

Capsicum_____- -

- -- - ---------------------- - --------.-- --------- ~- - - 

Directions for use:

Put two or three drops of this oil on a small piece of absorbent cottO!l.
Place well down in the ear canal with finger. Remove cotton in 10 to 15
minutes. Use nigllt and morning.

Designation: Elmo Nasal Cleanser No.

Formula:
Sodium Chloride______--------------------------- 95 lbs. 5 oz.
Powdered Sodium Borate_-_-__------------------ 100 lbs.
Oil Eucalyptus_-~------------------------------_. 3 pts.
MenthYl Salicylate--_-__------------------------- 2 pts.
Menthol approximately ---------

----------------

-- 8 ozs.

Aniline Pink #i264--- ____----------------------- 1 gr. to each lb.
Potassium Iodide___~__-------------------------- 6 Jbs. 2 oz. 350 gr.
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Sodium SaliQ'la te-- 

---- - -- ----- -------- ----------

Sodium Benzoa te_____- -----------------

---------

Elmo Nasal Cleanser No. 2 is applied by means of
designated Elmo No. 7 Nasal Douche.
Directions for use:

Fill Nasal Douche three-fourths full with No. 2 solution. Insert tapered
end in nose, holding head WELL FORWARD and DOWN. Snuff . up con-
tents of douche. Repeat in other nostriL Retain solution for a minute or
two before gently blowing nose. Use twice daily. night and mol'l1ing.

Designation: Elmo Throat Gargle No.

Formula:
To each ounce:

Salicylic Acid- 

------------ ----- ------------- ---------

Carbolic Acid (Phenol U. S. P.

) -------- ------------

Eucal~' ptol U. S. P ------------------------------

---

~enthol U. S. P --------------------------

-----------.

Thymol (U. S. P.

------------------------------------

Zinc Sulpha te_- - 

----------- - - - ------ - ------ - --- - - ---

Boric Acid__-___---------------- ------ 

------ ---------

Directions for use:

Preparation No. 3 is to be placed in a clean pint bottle and filled with water
that has been boiled and let cool, and used as a throat gargle, to help remove
the catarrhal secretions of the throat. About a teaspoonful at a time of
this preparation should be enough. Use twice a day.

Designation: Elmo Vapor Inhaler No.
Formula: Ga.l. Pts. 0.:(;8.

Oil PepperminL__--___------------------------------------ 3 
Oil Eucalyptus_------------------------------------------- 5 

---------.

Oil Mustard (synthetic) -------------------------------------------- 2
White Mineral OiL___--_------------------------- 

Directions for Use:
Remove corks from both ends. Place tapered end into nostril , close other
nostril tight with finger, then GENTLY inhale through tube. Repeat same
operation in both nostrils several times a day. Keep inhaler tig-htly corked
when not in use. See direction sheet for inflation of Eustachian tubes.

Designation: Elmo Massage Ointment No.
Formula:

Cream White Petrolatum__--___------------------------

---------- 

;) lbs.

Oil Capsicum---___-----------------------------------

--------- 

oz.Directions for use: 
Appl~' small quantity behind, in front and below ears. Rub into the skin
from ears downward to angle of jaw on throat to promote warm glow. Use
twice daily.

Designation: gllllO Na~fl1 Ointment No.
Formula:

Cream 'Vhite Petrolatulll--_____------------- ------- 10 lhs.
32 oz. Oil Eucalpytus_---------------------
20% oz. Menthyl Salicylate___--__---------- 2.0 oz. of this mixture
16% oz. Oil Peppermint----___------------
Oil of Pine Needles--__--_-------------------------- 1 oz.
Oil of Sassafras_____------------------------------_. 1 o~.

2 lbs. 1 oz. 146 gr.
2 lbs. 1 oz. 146 gr.
a U-shaped glass tube

2% gr.
%0 gr.
%0 gr.
%0 gr.
%0 gl'.
55 gr.
378% gr.
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Directions for use:
Place small quantity well up eaeh nostril ' spread oYer mucous membrane
and snuff back. Use twice daily.

Designation: Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator
Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator is a glass tube deYice with a plunger or piston. The

bulb which is at one end of this tube contains a small opening.
Directions for use:

Place glass ImJb into hole in ear, holding so air cannot escape around bulb.
Then draw piston slowly in and out ten or twelve times. Use- once a day.
When ear heeollles accustomed to Ear-Vibrator , use morning and night.
For indicated ear condition only. DO NOT USE IF EAR DISCHARGES.

Designation: Elmo Recharge Liquid No. 9. 
Elmo Recharge Liquid No. ~) is the liquid used in the "Elmo Vaper Inhaler

No. , and is sold for the purpose of recharging the Inhaler. The formula for
this preparation is set out under the Inhaler.

In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent causes
and has caused its said preparations and device, when sold, to be

shipped from its said place of business in the State of Iowa to the
purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United States.
Respondent maintains, and at all times mentioned herein has main-
tained , a course of trade ill its said preparations and device in com-
merce between and among the various States of the United States.
The volume of said business in such commerce is substantial.

In the course and conduct of its business respondents , subsequent to
:M:arch 21, 1938 , has disseminated , and caused the dissemination of
certain advertisements concerning its said preparations and device by
theUnite.d States mails. and by various means in commerce, as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, for the
purpose of inducing, and which "-ere likely to induce, directly or indi-
rectly, the purchase of said products, including but not limited to
advertisements inserted in newspapers and periodicals and by means
of circulars and other advertising media; and respondent has dis-
seminated , and caused the dissemination of, advertisements concerning
its said products by various means, including, but not limited to , the
media above referred to , for the purpose of inducing and which were
likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of its said prod-
ucts in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act.

Among the statements and representations contained in said adver-
tisements disseminated as aforesaid are the following:

THE ELMO HOME TREATMENT HAS HELPED '1'0 IMPHOVE OR RETURN
THE HEARING OR REMOVE THl~ NERVg HACKING HEAD NOISES OF
A GREAT MANY PEOPLE IN ONE OR MORE MONTHS TIME. Many have
claimed one month was enough.
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If you ha\'e Dry Catarrh yon will need LO~GER TREAT)lE~T to try antI
help your hearing or head noises.

Catarrh is, by far , the most common efluse of deafne~s and head noises.
My head noises are all gone now and my hearing is as goocl as it used. to be

before I had the Catarrh. I feel like I am well ~I *

I haye regained my hearing and the head noises haye stopped. That was
what I hoped for but also what I had neyer expected to l1aye happen 

* "'

Only those who are hard of hearing know what a handicap it is to them in
every day life-and these people should do eyerything they can to correct this
condition.

Your hearing is too precious to keep on losing it, if there is a chance to
impro\'e or recover it.

Head Noise Misery?

Try this simple Home Treatment. Many people 1un-e written us that our
home treatment brought them blessed relief from the miseries of Hard of Hear..
i.ng and Head Noises due to catarrh of the head. Many were past 70. For
proof of these amazing results, write us today. Nothing to wear. Treatment
used right in your own home-easy and simple.

EAR NOISES

If you suffer from those miserable ear noises and are Hard of Hearing due to
catarrh of the head, write us NOW for proof of the good results many people
have reported after using anI' simple home treatment 

'" * 

DEAF

HARD OF HEARING

HEAD NOISES? If you suffer from hard of hearing and those miserable
head lloises, due to catarrh of the head, write us NOW for proof of the good
results our simple home treatment has accomplished for a great many people.
Many past 70 report head noises gone and hearing fine. Nothing to wear.
Send NOW for proof and 30 days trial offer. No obligation.

Different beC'ause our method is based on the findings of accepted medical
authorities who specialize in the treatment of the eye, ear , nose and throat.

Nothing in the treatment to harm you 

* *

Through the use of the aforesaid statements and others of the same
import, respondent represented , directly and by implieation, that the
use of its said preparations and device in combination, as directed
will cure or constitute an effective treatment for deafness and im-
paired hearing and particularly deafness and impaired hearing, to-
gether ",ith ear and head noises due to catarrh , including dry catarrh;
that the method of treatment , including the use of its preparations and
device , is based on the findings of aceepted medical authorities special-
izing iB the treatment of the eye , ear , nose and throat; that catarrh 
the most eommon cause of deafness and that the said preparatioris and
device may be used safely and without harm to the user.
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The said advertisements are misleading in material respects and con-
stitute "false advertisements" as that term is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act. In truth and in fact, the use of respondent'
preparations , as directed or otherwise, will have no beneficial value
whatsoe.ver in cases of deafness and impaired hearing except when
caused by catarrh , that is, a chronic inflammation of, and hypersecre-
tion from , the membranes of the nose, ear or air passages. When
deafness or impaired hearing, together with ear or head noises, result
from discharging catarrh , the use of respondent's preparations, as
directed or otherwise, will have no beneficial effect in the treatment
of said conditions in excess of temporarily relieving the catarrhal con-
dition and the resulting deafness or impaired hearing and ear and
head noises. In cases of deafness or impaired hearing and head and
ear noises resulting from so-called dry catarrh, the benefits derived
from the use of said preparations , as directed or otherwise , are limited
to the softening of the dried exudates. Respondent' s treatment would
not nsnal1y result in the removal of these exudates from the ear canal
and , until remoyed by other means, the deafness or impaired hearing
and head and ear noises due to these exudates would be expected to con-
tinue. The use of Elmo No. Ear-Vibrator, as directed or otherwise
will have no beneficial effect in the treatment of deafness or impaired
hearing or of ear or head noises due to catarrh. Respondent' s method
of treatment and the preparations and device employed is not based
on the findings of any accepted medical authorities. Catarrh is not
the most common cause of deafness. Respondent's Elmo Ear Oil
No. 1 and Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator are not safe to use and may cause
injury to the user as is more fully set out hereinafter.

The aforesaid advertisements are misleading in material respects
and constitute "false advertisements" as that term is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act for the further reason that they fail
to reveal facts material in the light of such representations and mate-
rial with respect to the consequences which may result from the use
of the preparation Elmo Ear Oil No. , and the device Elmo No.
Ear- Vibrator, to which the advertisements relate, under the conditions
prescribed in said advertisements, and the directions for use of said
preparations and device , or uncleI' such conditions as may be customary
and usual. In truth and in fact, the directed procedure for the use of
Elmo Ear Oil No. when the ear is infected, might cause infectious
material to be forced into the deeper structures of the ear with the
resultant extension of a superficial infection in the external ear canal
jnto the deeper portion of the ear such as the middle ear, or even the
jnternal ear. There is a further danger that part of the cotton might

213840--54----
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become detached during one application of the ear oil , and remain in
the ear canal , and be pushed still farther inward when the next appli-
eation of oil is made, resulting in obstructing the discharge of in- 
fectious material and causing its extension into the deeper structures
of the ear. The direction to place a small piece of absorbent cotton
well down into the ear canal with the finger is particularly likely to
result in injury for the reason that cotton saturated with oil and
pushed into the ear canal with the finger eould not be removed by
means of the fingers, but would have to be removed by tweezers or
some other instrument. The use of sueh instrumentalities Inay result
in trauma of the ear canal and ensui11g infection and in inexperieneed
hands, might even result in injury to the ear drum.

The use of respondent's Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator in the manner
direeted will produee alternating positive and negative air pressure
in the ear eanal and in cases where there is infection of the external
ear, this proeedure may force infeetious material farther into the ear
canal and thus extend the infeetion. Furthermore , "here the ear drum
has been punetured or ruptured , the infeetious material may be forced
into the middle or internal ear and the extension of the infeetion
would further endanger the individual's hearing, and might even en-
danger life itself. Infectious material may be present in the ear canal
without discharge from the eRr.

Respondent, in the course and eonduct of its business, also sells a
booklet or eircular entitled "Diet-Foods and Vitamins . It causes
said booklet or eircular , when sold , to be transported from its place of
business in the State of Iowa, to the purehasers thereof located in other
States of the United States.

In sales literature describing the benefits which may be expeeted
by follo\ving the diet set forth in said booklet , respondent states "1Ve
have learned in recent years that Vitamin A in proper quantities helps
materially to prevent colds. So from this pamphlet , you may select
the foods you like containing high Vitamin A- to further as~ist in our
treatment toward good hearing by helping to prevent head colds

Said statement is false, misleading and deceptive. In truth and
in fact, Vitamin A , taken in any quantity, is not effective in preventing
head colds.

The use and dissemination by respondent of the foregoing false
misleading and deceptive advertisements, statements and representa-
tions had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substan-

. tial portion of the purehasing public into the erroneO11S and mistaken
belief that said advertisements and statements were true and that its
preparation Elmo Ear Oil No. 1 ancl its device Elmo No. 8 Ear-

Vibrator are safe and can be used without harm uncleI' the conditions
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prescribed in its advertisements and the directions for use and under
such conditions as may be customn,ry and usual and to induce a sub-
stantial portion of the purchasing public, because of such erroneous.
and mistaken belief , to purehase its said products.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondent, as aforesaid, are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and decep-
tive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning or
the Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

It is o'J'dered That the respondent, The Elmo Company, Inc. , a
corporation its officers, representatives, agents and employees
directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with
the offering ror sale , sale and distribution of its preparations known as
Elmo Ear Oil :No. , Elmo Nasal Cleanser No. Elmo Throat Gargle
No. , Elmo Vapor Inhaler No. , Elmo J\iassage Ointment No.
Elmo Nasal Ointment No. , Elmo R9charge Liquid No. or any
preparations or substantially similar composition or possessing sub-
stantially similar properties , and Elmo No. Ear-Vibrator, or any
device of substantially similar construction and operation whether
sold under the same name or any other name, do forthwith cease and
desist from , directly or indirectly,

1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
(a) by means or the United States mails or (b) by any means in com-
merce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly
or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations and device, \vhich
dvertisement represents, directly or through inrerence:
(a) That the use of its preparations and device, singly or in eom-

bination , as directeel , or otherwise, will have any beneficial effect upon
deafness not caused by a eatal'rhal condition of the nose , ear or air
passages.

(b) That the use of its preparations and device , singly or in combi-
nation , as directed , or otherwise , will have any beneficial effect in the
treatment of deafness , impaired hearing, or head or ear noises caused
by discharging catarrh, in excess of affording temporary relief
therefrom. 

(c) That the eilects of its preparations in the treatment of deafness
or impaired hearing or head or ear noises due to dry catarrh is in
excess or softening of the dry exudates, or that any benefit can be
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expected by reason of this action of respondent's preparations in the
treatment of conditions caused by drv catarrh of the ear canal unless

the softened exudates are removed by other means.
(d) That said preparations and dmrice constitute a method of treat-

ment based upon the findings or accepted medical authorities.
( e) That catarrh is the most common cause of deafness.
(1) That Elmo Ear Oil No. 1. or Elnio No. Ear-Vibrator an-

harmless or may be used without ill effects.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminat(~d any advertisement

(a) by means of the United States mails or (b) by any means in com-
111erce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Coml11ission Act
for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce, directly or
indirectly, the purchase of respondent's aforesaid Elmo Ear Oil No.
which advertisement fails to reveal that the cotton on which the
product is used should not be pushed into the ear so fnr that it cannot
be easily removed with the fingers, and that when infection is present~
the use of cotton in connection with said product when pushed deeply
into the ear may result in injury to the ear, including the extension 0-(

any infection therein present into the deeper structures of the ear.
3. Disseminating 01' causing to be disseminated any advertisement

(a) by means of the United States mails or (b) by any means in com-
merce, as " co111111e1'ce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce , directly 01'

indirectly, the purchase of Elmo No. 8 Ear-Vibrator, which aclvel'-

tisement fails to reveal that , when infection is present in the ear , the
use of this device may result in extending such infection into the
deeper structures of the ear and in serious injury.

4. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
by any means for the purpose of inducing, or whic.h is likely to induce
direc.tly or indirectly, the purchase of saiel preparations and device
in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act, which advertisement contains any representations pro-
hibited in paragraph 1. hereof, or which fails to comply with the
affirmative requirement set forth in paragraphs :2 and 3 hereor.

It is fu.TtheJ' oJ'del'ed That respondent, The Elmo Company, Inc. , a
corporation , its officers , representatives , agents and employe. , directly
or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the

offering for sale, sale and distribution or the booklet "Diet-Vitamins
and :L\1inerals" in commerce , as ;;commerce '; is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , do rorthwith cease and desist from:

Representing that head colds may be prevented by selecting and
eating roods which are listed in said booklet as being high in Vjtamin
A content.
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It is furtheT ordreTed That the respondent herein shall , within sixty
(60) days after service upon him of this order, file with the Commis-
sion a report in writing setting forth in detail the. luanner and form
in which he has complied with the order to cease and desist.

THE ELMO COMPANY , INC.
(S) P. E. COFFEE

resldent.
(S)

By (S)
CLINTON ROBB

H. E. l\:fANGHUl\I

0 o11lnsel.

The foregoing consent settlement is hereby accepted by the Federal
Trade Commission and ordered entered of record on this the 10th

day of June, 1952.
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GAl\1BLE-SKOGMO , INC. , ET AL.

COMPLAIi\T , FINDINGS, AND ORDBR IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 3 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 15, 1914, AND OF AN
ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5575. Com,plaint .July 15, 1948-Decision, Julie 1952

Where a corporation which in the course of the years and as a result of various
transactions had come to be engaged in the competith'e interstate sale of
a great variety of merchandi8e, including automotive accessories and parts,
wearing apparel and other soft goods, major appliances, building supplies
and equipment , housewares , farm equipment and parts , and food and con-

. fections; sold at retail through some 484 ';colllpany-ownec1" retail stores
located in twenty-three Mid-west, Northwestern and far Western states,
and 35 such stores in four 'Western Canadian provinces and Hawaii; and
sold at wholesale to 1 735 independently owned retail 01' " dealer" stores in
localities where it had no company owned stores , ranging mostly from five to
five thousand in population; and certain responsible officers thereof;

Following the early inauguration of its dealer store program , under ,,-hich its
wholesale business with its "dealer" stores was developed-

(a) Entered into written and verbal agreements with its "dealer" stores ,vhereby
dealers ,vere required to purchase from and deal in merchandise sold by or
through said corporation to the exclusion of merchandise sold by competitors;

(b) Offered to pay and paid bonuses to those dealer stores ,vho complied liter-
ally or substantially there,vith , and refused bonuses to those ,yho did not
make substantial compliance;

(c) Checked periodically stocks in dealers' stores to discover violations, by
means of its representatives who duly reported to it the presence of foreign
merchandise;

(d) In some instances exacted promises that merchandise theretofore procured
from other sources would be disposed of within a stated period;

(e) Cancelled and threatened to cancel , contracts with dealer stores for failure
to deal exclusively or substantially, in its merchandise;

(f) Held meetings of representatives of dealer stores at which it advised the
dealers, expressly or by implication, that they were required to purchase
all of their merchandise from it ;

(g) Implemented its exclusive dealing policies by instructions to its suppliers
advising them that orders should be handled and price quotations given
out only through its office, and that it would not be responsible for orders
placed by dealers direct to a source of supply; and

(h) Required an applicant for a contract to purchase its merchandise at ,vhole-
sale, to fill out a questionnaire in which he agreed to conduct his store "ac-
cording to the proven policies of the company

" ;

With the result that many of said dealers adhered to and complied with such
exclusive dealing understandings and agreements; many independent job-
bel's- and manufacturers who distributed similar merchandise in commerce
were consequently unable to sell their products in substantial quantities
to said corporation s dealers; and

With the effect (1) that said sales and contracts for sales might substantially
lessen competition and tend to create a monopoly in it in the line of COID-
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merce in which it ,vas engaged; and (2) that said acts and practices hindered
and prevented competition in the sale in interstate commerce of the afore~
said categories of merchandise:

Held 'l' hat such acts and practices constituted a violation of Sec. 3 of the Clayton
Act, and unfair methods of competition in violation of Sec. 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

As respects respondents ' contention that the acts and practices involved in the
instant case were not unlawful for the reason among other , that they

affected only an insignificant segment of the total volume of business con-
ducted at wholesale in the entire area of twenty-five states in which said
dealers purchased from the corporate respondent, respondents urging, in
such connectiolJ , tl:at in nineteen states in which the majority of said stores
were situated, corporate respondent's business, derived from its dealers,
constituted about three-fourths of one per cent of the aggregate volume of
wholesale sales b~T all manufacturers and distributors in the categories of
merchandise concerned:

The Commission was of the opinion , assuming without deciding the accuracy of
, said figure, that the controlling fact in appraising the impact of respondent'

practices on competition was the circumstance that corporate respondent'
share of the business was a consequential and substantial one in the more
than 1600 small communities where it distributed and sold merchandise to
dealer stores, and that the area of commerce foreclosed to its competitiors
by the acts and practices engaged in was a substantial one.

Befoi' lJ-Jr. Randolph Preston and 11fr. vVebste' r Ballirzger hearing
eXamIners.

Afr. W. O. Kern, Jfr. Willia1r~ H. Smith and Afr. A. O. Goodhope
for the Commission. 

11Ii'. TV. P. Berghuis of Minneapolis , :Minn. , for respondents.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved October
, 1914 , entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlaw-

ful restraints and rl1onopolies, and for other purposes " commonly

known as the Clayton Act, the Federal Trade Commission having
reason to believe that Gamble-Skogmo , Inc. , a corporation , and Bert
C. Gamble , Philip 'iV. Skogmo , JVI. O. "'\Vieby, H. R. , Baker, Samuel
Mills , and R. C. Teuscher, individually and as officers of said corporate
respondent, hereinafter designated and referred to as respondents
have violated the provisions of section 3 of said Act, and pursuant also
to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, and by virtue
of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commis-
sion having reason to believe that said respondents, Gamble-Skogmo
Inc. , a corporation, and Bert C. Gamble, Philip "'\Y. Skogmo ~L O.

1Vieby, H. R. Baker, Samuel ~1ills, and R. C. Teuscher, have violated
the provisions of the said Act, and it appearing to the Commission
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that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public inter-
est, the Commission hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in
such respects as follows:

0 ount I

PARAGRAPH 1. Each of the parties hereinafter described as a
respondent is hereby named and made a party respondent in this
proceeding. The respondent, Gamble-Skogmo , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Delaware , having its principal office and place of busi-
ness at 15 North 8th Street, ~iinneapolis, ~1innesota , and branch offices

and warehouses located at Denver, Colorado , Chicago, Illinois , ~1ar-

shall town , Iowa , Salina , I\::ansas, Owasso , ~1ichigan , ~1inneapolis and
Moorehead , ~1innesota, Billings , ~10ntana, Fremont, Nebraska , Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, and Fond du Lac , 1Visconsin. Respondent, Bert
C. Gamble, is the chairman of the board of directors of corporate
respondent; respondent, Philip vV. Skogmo , is the president; respond-
ents M. O. 'Vieby and H. R. Baker are the vice presidents; respondent
Samuel Mills is the secretary, and respondent R. C. Teuscher is the
treasurer of the corporate respondent, all of whom have their offices

for eorporate purposes at the same place of business as said corpora-
tion. Respondents H. R. Baker and Samuel ~1ills reside in the city
of Los Angeles, State of California. The individual respondents
direct and control the sales policies and business activities of the corpo-
rate respondent and all of said respondents act together and in co-

operation with each other in doing the acts and things hereinafter
alleged.

PAR. 2. Corporate respondent acting under the direction of the

individual respondents is now , and for many years last past has been
engaged in the sale of various iten1s of goods and merchandise, prin-
eipally automobile supplies , electrical appliances , radios, light hard-
ware, sporting goods, paints and ready-to-wear clothing. Corporate
respondent likewise manufactures batteries, paints and varnishes, and

other items of merchandise through Solar Corporation, a wholly

owned subsidiary corporation organized and existing under the laws
of the State of Wisconsin, a substantial part of such items of goods
and merchandise , together with the other above described goods and
merchandise which it acquires from other manufacturers, it sells to
some 1 600 retail customers for resale by said retail stores within the
several States of the United States , and territories thereof , and in the
District of Columbia and Canada. Corporate respondent has a reg-
ular form of contract with its dealer stores to which it sells merchan-
dise, said contract being denominated "Contraet For Sale of 1\1er-
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chandiseat vVholesale " and the said dealer stores executing said con-
tracts being denominated therein as "Authorized Dealer Gamble
Stores." The rapid growth of corporate respondent and the size of
its business is evidenced by the fact that corporate respondent's net
sales totaled $48 969 434 for the year ending December 31 , 1945 , and
totaled $97 060 657 for the year ending December 31 , 1946 , a substan-
tial portion of which sales being made to said authorized Gamble.

dealer stores above. described. In the course and conduct of its busi-
lJeSS corporate respondent transports the said products or causes the

same to be transported from. the State and place of their manufacture
and/or the State and plaee where respondent maintains its ware-
houses as above deseribed to its customers and purchasers thereof lo-
cated in States other than the place of manufaeture or warehousing
of said products , and there is now , and has been for many years last
past : a constant current of trade and commerce in said products be-
tween and among the various States of the United States, the terri-
tories thereof, and in the District of Columbia and Canada.

\R. 6. In the course and conduct of its said business as herein
described corporate respondent has been for many years last past
or would have been except for the restrictive conditions, agreements
and understandings hereinafter described in Paragraph Four hereof,
jn substantial competition in the sale of automobile supplies, electrical
appliances, radios, light hardware, sporting goods, paints , ready-to-
wear clothing and other goods , wares and merchandise in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States , the terri-
tories thereof , and in the District of Columbia , and Canada , with other
corporations and with peTsons, firms and partnerships.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of the business of corporate re-
spondent described in Paragraphs One , Two and Three hereof, cor-
porate respondent, acting under the direction of the individual re-
spondents, in the course of such commerce has made sale.s and con-
tracts for sale and is still making sales and contracts for the sale of
automobile supplies, electrical appliances, radios, light hardware
sporting goods, paints, ready-to-wear clothing and oth~r goods, wares

and merchandise, on the conditions , agreements , and understandings
that the purchasers thereof shall not use or deal in similar merchandise
including autoll10bile supplies , electrical appliances, sporting goods
radios , light hardware, paints, ready-to-wear clothing, or other goods
wares, merchandise, machinery supplies or other commodities of a
competitor or competitors of the eorporate respondent.

PAR. 5. The effect of said sales and contracts for sale on sueh con-
ditions , agreements and understandings may be , has been, and still

, to substantially lessen competition; and to injure, destroy and pre-
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vent competition in the line of commerce in which the respondent is
engaged and in the line of commerce in which the customers and pur-
chasers of respondent are engaged; and tends to create, and has cre-

ated , a monopoly in respondent in the commerce aforesaid, or auto-
mobile supplies, electrical appliances , radios, light hardware, sport-
ing goods, paints , ready- to-wear clothing, and other goods , wares and

merchandise , in the sale of which corporate respondent has been and
now is engaged.

PAR. 6. The aforesaid acts or said respondents Gamble-Skogmo
Inc. , Bert C. Gamble, Philip 'V. Skogn10 , :M. O. vVieby, H. R. Baker
Samuell\Iills, and R. C. Teuscher, constitute a violation of the pro-
visions or section 3 of the hereinabove-mentioned Act of Congress

entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful re-
straints and mmiopolies , and for other purposes " approved October

, 1914 (The Clayton Act).

Count II

PARAGRAPH 1. For its charges under this paragraph or this count,
saiel Commission relies upon the matters and things set out in Para-
graph One or Count One of this complaint to the same extent and
as though the allegations or said Paragraph One of said Count One
were set out in full herein, and said Paragraph One or said Count
One is incorporated herein by rererence and made a part of the all~ga-
tions or this count.

PAR. 2. For its charges under this paragraph of this count, said
Commission relies upon the matters and things set out in Paragraph
Two of Count One of this complaint to the same extent and as though
the allegations of said Paragraph Two of said Count One were set
out in full herein, and said Paragraph Two or said Count One is

incorporated herein by rererence and made a part or the allegations
of this count.

PAR. 3. For its charges under this paragraph or this count, Eftirl

Commission relies upon the matters and things set out in Paragraph
Three of Count One or this complaint to the same extent and as though
the allegations or said Paragraph Three or said Count One wer~ set
out in full herein , and said Paragraph Three of said Count Onp, 
incorporated herein by rererence and made a part or the allegations
or this count.

PAR. 4. For its charges under this paragraph of this count, said
Commission relies upon the matters and things set out in Paragraph
Four or Count One or this complaint to the same extent and as
though the allegations or said Paragraph Four of said Count One
were set out in full herein, and said Paragraph Four or said Count
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One is incorporated herein by reference and made a part of the alle-
gations of this count. 

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of the business of corporate re-
spondent as hereinbefore described, and in pursuance of the acts and
practices alleged in Paragraph Four hereof , corporate respondent
acting under the direction of the individual respondents , for more than
three years last past, has employed and now employs the following
methods , acts, and practices in competition in commerce, to-wit:

(a) Corporate respondent's regular form of contract entered into
with the retail stores to which it sells its merchandise, said contract
being denominated as "Contract For Sale of :Merchandise At "'\Vhole-
sale" provides in part as follows:

It is agreed that unless othenvise authorized in writing, the Re-

tailer shall order, and obtain, his merchandise from the "'\Vholesaler
Store or ,Varehouse at ---------- and shall pay for the same cash on
deli very.

At periodic meetings with retail store mvners with ,vhom corporate
respondent has executed snch a "Contract For Sale of :Merchandise 
,Vholesale " snch retail owners being denominated in such contracts
as "Authorized Dealer Gamble Stores " corporate respondent's of-

ficials and representatives in attendance at such meetings have ad-
vised, and now advise the said retailers that corporate respondent'
policy requires that all merchandise handled by such retailers be pur-
chased of corporate respondent to the exclusion of merchandise sold
by persons , firms and corporations other than corporate respondent.

(b) In addition to the coercion, pressure and intimidation of the
retail store owners with whom it has contracts through the method
of periodic meetings attended by corporate respondent' s officials and
representatives as aforesaid , corporate respondent, acting under the
direction of the individual respondents and through its sales officials
or field representatives , has demanded and now demands that the
retail store owners with whom it has contracts deal exclusively with
corporate respondent and has demanded and now demands that such
retail store owners shall not deal in or sell the merchandise of com-
petitors of corporate respondent; in some cases demand is even made
that such retail store owners shall not deal in or sell a certain line of
products of competitors of respondent even though such products
are in scarce supply and cannot be supplied by corporate respondent.
Corporate respondent, acting under the direction of the individual
respondents

, -

maintains a large force of field representatives who pe-
riodically call on all "Authorized Dealer Gamble Stores" and who
are instructed to , and who do on such visits , check such retail store
owners ' stock for the purpose of ascertaining whether such retail
stores are using or dealing in the merchandise of competitors of cor-
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porate respondent and such field representatives are required to, and
, make reports of any competitor s merchandise found in the stock

of such retail stores. That such field representatives of corporate
respondent as well as home office officials or corporate respondent

threaten retail store owners with cancellation of their contracts with
corporate respondent unless all competitors ' merchandise is immedi-
ately disposed of and unless such retail store' owners confine their
purchases exclusively to the merchandise procured from corporate
respondent. That corporate respondent acting under the direction
of the individual respondents, in fact has cancelled some of its con-
tracts with retail stores for no other cause than that they were dealing
in merchandise other than that supplied by corporate respondent.
That as a resnlt of such threats, intimidation and coercion on the
part of respondents, the conditions, agreements and understandings
relative to exclusive dealings, as alleged in Paragraph Four hereor
have been and now are being implemented and rigidly policed and
enforced by respondents.

(c) Corporate respondent , acting undeI' the direction or the in-
dividual respondents , has for many years last past maintained, and
now does maintain, an annual bonus system applicable to the retail
store owners with whom it has contracts known as "Authorized Dealer
Gamble Stores. Under such bonus system an annual bonus of 1 per-
cent of total purchases is paid by corporate respondent to such retail
store owners providing such retail store owners comply with certain
eonditions among which is listed as "giving proper cooperation.
l\iany retail store owners have been threatened with the loss of such
annual bonus and such bonuses have been diminished from the full
amount or 1 percent or cut off entirely in some cases by re-ason of the
alleged failure of said retail store owners to give proper ~ooperation
ror the, sole reason that they were purchasing merchandise from
sources other than corporate respondent. That the 1110netary loss
inflicted upon such retail store owners by corporate respondent or
the threat of such monetary loss due to its interpretation of the con-
dition "giving proper cooperation" contained in its bonus system
has not only deprived such retail store owners or bonus payments to
which they were properly entitled but has further implemented and
enforced the condi60ns , understandings and agreements to deal ex-
clusively with corporate respondent as described in Paragraph Four
hereof.
, PAR. -6. The acts and practices of respondents as herein alleged
are all to the injury and prejudice of competitors of respondent cor-
poration anel of the public; have a tendency to and have actually
hindered and prevented competition in the sale of merchandise sold by
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corporate respondent as described in Paragraph Two hereof includ-
ing automobile supplies , electrical appliances , radios, light hardware,
paints , sporting goods, ready- to-wear clothing, and other merchan-
dise in commerce ' ithin the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission A~t; ha,ve a tendency to and have obstructed and re-
strained such commerce in such merchandise, and constitute unfair
methods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning,
and in violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS , AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, entitled "An Act
to supplement existing la"\Vs against unlawful restraints and monopo-
lies, and for other purposes " approved October 15 , 1914 (the Clay-
ton Act), and the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on July 15 , 1948 , issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent
Gamble-Skogmo, Inc. , a corporation , and respondents Bert C. Gamble
Philip vV. Skogmo , 1\1. O. 'Yeiby, Samuel Miles and R. C. Teuscher
charging the respondents named in the complaint with having made
sales and contracts for the sale of merchandise on the condition, agree-
ment or understanding that the purchasers thereof should not use or
deal in similar merchandise of a competitor or competitors of the re-
spondent Gamble-Skogmo, Inc. , in violation of the provisions of Sec-
tion 3 of saiel Clayton Act, and with the use of unfair methods of
competition in commerce in the distribution and sale of merchandise
in violation of the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
After the issuance of said complaint and the filing of joint answer
thereto by all the parties named in the caption hereof except H. R.
Baker, testimony and other evidence in support of and in opposition
to the allegations of said complaint were introduced before a hearing
examiner of the Commission, theretofore designated by it, and said
testimony and other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the office

of the Commission. Thereafter, this proceeding came on for final
hearing before the Commission on the said complaint, answer, testi-
mony and other evidence recommended decision of the substitute
hearing examiner , theretofore designated by the Commission to act in
the place and stead of the original hearing examiner, respondents
exceptions to the recommended decision , briefs in support of and in
opposition to- the complaint., and oral arguments of counsel; and the
Commission , having duly considered the matter and being now fully
advised in the premises , finds that this proceeding is in the interest.
of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclu-
sion drawn therefrom.
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Gamble-Skogmo, Inc. , is a corporation
Hlcorporated on May 25 , 1928 , under the laws of the State of Delaware
with its principal office and place of business at 15 North Eighth
Street, Minneapolis, 1\finnesota. Respondent Bert C. Gamble is chair-
man of the board of the corporate respondent. Respondent 1\1:. O.

Weiby, erroneously named in the complaint as M. O. vVieby, is a vice
president of the corporate respondent, respondent R. C. Teuscher is
treasurer, and respondent Samuel Miles, erroneously named in the
complaint as Samuel1\1ills , served as secretary until his resignation on
March 1 , 1948. Philip ",V. Skogmo was president of corporate re-
spondent from 1928 until his death on December 31 , 1949 , and H. R.
Baker, named in the complaint also as a respondent herein, died on
January 20, 1948 , prior to the commencement of this proceeding.
Respondents Bert C. Gamble, Iv!. O. Weiby and R. C. Teuscher are
members of the board of directors of the corporate respondent, as were
Philip 'V. Skogmo and H. R. Baker prior to and until their deaths
and as was respondent Samuel Miles until the time of his resignation
and these individuals managed , directed and controlled the sales poli-
cies and business activities of the r~spondent corporation.

PAR. 2. The respondent corporation is engaged in the business of
selling merchandise ranging from thimbles to farm tractors. The
principal merchandise groups are: automotive, including accessories
and parts, tires and tubes, batteries, and lubrication items; wearing
apparel and other soft goods, including men , women s and children
clothing and accessories, shoes, bedding, linens and draperies , and no-
tions and piece goods; major appliances , including radios and acces-
sories, refrigerators washing machines, ironers vacuum cleaners
electric ranges - and stoves and heaters; sporting goods, wheel goods
toys, and other items ; building supplies and equipment, including ma-
terials, paints, and varnishes, hardware, and plumbing and heating
equipment; housewares, including small electrical goods, crockery,
glassware, furniture and floor coverings; farm equipment and parts
farm supplies, and lawn and garden equipment; and foods and con-
fections. The merchandise handled by respondent company is pur-
chased from approximately 300 manufacturers and suppliers with
the exception of storage batteries, washing machines , some insulation
and paints which products are manufactured by a wholly owned sub-
sidiary, - Solar Corporation. The number of items of merchandise
handled by the corporate respondent in its hard lines and furniture de-
partment ranges from 7 300 to 12 000, which figures do not include the.
soft lines, such as men , women s and children s clothing.
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P AR. 3. Respondent Gamble-Skogmo, Inc., has at all times men-
tioned herein marketed its merchandise at retail through retail stores
owned, directly or by a corporate affiliate, and operated by it or its
affiliates

, ,

hereinafter referred to as "company-owned stores , and at
wholesale to independently-owned retail stores, hereinafter referred to
as "dealer stores

Following the incorporation of the respondent -company in 1928, it
acquired from respondents Gamble and Skogmo title, through the ex-
change of stock or by purchase, to 55 retail stores located in five states.

Prior to. and during a part of the year 1946, the company acquired
additional interests in stores, the business being operated generally as
a single enterprise, but through a number of interrelated corporations
and in that year a general merger of the corporate interests was ef-
fected, together with the acquisition by merger of the business then
conducted by a corporation known as vVestern Auto Supply Company,
a California corporation , then operating retail stores and conducting
wholesale operations in the far 'Vest. As a result of the mergers , the
respondent corporation in 1948 owned and operated 484 retail stores
located in 23 l\1iddle vVestern , Northwestern and far Western States,
and 35 located in 4 western Canadian provinces and Hawaii. The
company-owned stores in the United States located east of the Rocky
Mountains are operated principally under the name "Gambles ; in
the far vVest, principally under the name " 'Vestern Auto Supply Com-
pany ; and in Canada , under the name "Macleod'

In 1933 , the respondent company inaugurated a dealer store pro-
gram under which a wholesale business was developed , which increased
until in February 1948 it was selling merchandise at wholesale to

735 dealer stores in localities where the respondent company had 
company-owned store. The states and the number of towns in which
the stores were located are as follows:

Sta, tes 
Independently

operated dealer stores
Arizona__--__----

- ------------- ---------------------- 

Ar kansas-_- -- - - 

----- ------ --- - - --- - -- --- -- ---- - -- - -- 

California ------------------------

-'---------------

':'- 120

Colorado -------------------------------------------- 59
Idaho ----------------------------------------------- 37

Illinois- - - -- - 

----- - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- -- --- - - --- - - - 

Indiana - 

---- - ------ - ---- --- --- - - - -- - - - --- -- - - - - - - - - - 

I owa_- -

--- ----- --------- ------- ------------ -- -- - - -- 

146
I(ansas ------------------------------------------

---- 

~1 ichigan- -- - -- 

--- --- ---- - - - - - - - - -- - ----- - -- - - - - - - --- 

107
~iinnesota ------------------------------------------- 260

Missouri -----------

---------------------

------------ 46
~lontana -------------------------------------------- 

~ebraska -------------------------------------------- 130
~evada__. "----------------------------------------- -- 
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IndependentlyStates: operated dealer stoTes

New ~lexico____-----------------

-------------------- 

~orth ))akota___

--_----------------------

------------ 108

Ohio ------------------------------------------------ 14

Oregon ---------------------------------------------- 42

South ))akota___-__---------------------------------- 107

Texas ----------------------------------------------- 1

Utah - 

--- - - -- - ---- --- - - --- -- - --- ---------- - ------~--- 

VV ashington ----------------------------------------- 

,V isconsin- - - - 

-- ------ ------------ ------------------- 

164
'Vyorning ------------

----------

---------------------- 23

Total______------------------------------------ 1 735

Of the dealer stores, 297 operating under the name "Western Auto
Supply Company Dealers" in Arizona, California, Idaho , Nevada
New lvfexico, Oregon , Utah , vVashington and 'V yoming became deal-
ers of respondent company on November 1, 1946, as a result of the
merger in 1946 above referred to. Total sales of the respondent cor-
poration through its company-owned retail stores and to the dealer
stores were approximately $145 000 000 in 1947. It is respondents

acts and practices in the conduct of their business with said dealer
stores which are the subjects of this proceeding.

PAR. 4. Respondent Gamble-Skogmo , Inc. , transports its merchan-
dise or causes the same to be transported from the factories located in
various states of the United States in which it is made, across state
lines directly, in some instances, to the purchasers thereof or in other
instances to the company-owned stores located in other and different
states but usually to warehouses maintained by respondent company
at Denver , Colo., Chicago, 111. , j\farshallto'Yll , Iowa, Salina , Kans.
~linneapolis and ~lorehead , ~linn. , Billings, l\10nt. , Fremont, Nebr.
Sioux Falls, S. D. , Portland , Oreg. , Ogden , Utah, and Los Angeles
and Stockton, Calif. From these warehouses, the Inerchandise 
transported by respondent company to the company-owned stores and
to the dealer stores , some of the dealer stores being located in states
other than the states where its warehouses are located, and during its
corporate existence respondent eompany has earried on a eonstant
current of trade and commerce in said merchandise between and among
the various states of the United States and the Territory of Hawaii.

PAR. 5. The respondent eompany in the conduct of its business has
had , and no" has , many competitors selling similar merchandise in
interstate commerce at both the manufacturing and wholesale levels.

PAR. 6. The aggregate annual dollar volume of eorporate respond-
ent' s sales of merchandise to the dealer stores, the number of dealer
stores and the average dollar value of the merchandise sold each dealer
store during the years 1941 to and including 1947 were as follows:
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Aggregate. Numher A \' erageYear sales to dealer
of units salesstores

1941___- --

- - -- --- - -- - - -- - - ---- --- - --- ---- - ---- ------ - - --- - -- - - - - - - -- - --

$20, 475 082 1472 $13. 910

1942--__- - -- - - --- 

----- --- - -- 

-_eo - - __n-- - - n - - -- 

- - - - - - -_.- -- - - -- - - --- --

19, 349 175 131G 703

1943 __n_-_- - n 

---- -- -- - - -- -- -- - - -- - - -- ---- - - -- _. --- - 

- -- - n - - -- - - - - - - 18, 240 918 1218 976

) 944--_- - - -- - - 

,--- -- - - -- - - --- - "- - . -- - - -- -- 

_n. -- - - -- - - -- - - n - - - _n - ,

- - -

19, CO2, 530 J271 423

1945______---- --- h- - ----- -- _-n___..n_. ---- - --- - -n --- - - -- 

- - -- - - -- - --

25, 605 , J60 12f2 19; 818

46--_u - -.- --- - - -- 

- - -- -- -- - - -- - --- - - 

---- ---- n- - ------ - - -- n -- - - -- - -- 47, 348 889 1418 33, 391

J947 

-------- - 

- ___On - - --- ___Un_- ---- -- ---- -- ---- --- --On ------ - ---- - Oil 225 173ii 35. 200

The substantial increase in the company s wholesale sales in the years
1946 and 1947 was due in part to the acquisition of the additional

stores resultjng from the reorganization in 1946 , in part to the greater
availability of merchandise which was not available during the war
period and to a lesser extent to the enlargement of the lines of mer-
ehancljse sold by respondent company and an increase in the dollar
volume due to a raise in prices foHmying the lifting of governmental
price eontrols.

PAR. 7. The respondent corporation entered into contracts or had
verbal agreements with each of the 1 735 dealer stores situated over
an area of 25 states , 1 609 of which stores , upon the basis of census data
for the year 1940

, "-

ere located in hamlets and towns ranging frOll1
5 to 5 000 in population. According to these data, approximately
40 of sue'h stores were located in cities the populations of which
exceeded 10 000. Between September 1939 and April 1946 all written
contracts "-ere on one form and continued in effect until cancelled
of which there are now 1 088 in force. During the period from April
1946 to 1\larch HH8, all contracts entered into by the corporate
respondent ,vith dealer 'Stores were on another form which continued
in foree until cancelled , of which there are now 374 in foree. Sub-
sequent to ~fHrch ID48 , a slightly different form was used , of which
there are nmy 97 in force. This respondent has dealt and now deals
with those remaining dealer stores located in Colorado, l\lontana

Idaho and Ut. , under verbal agrpements but upon the same terms
and conditions as it deals with those stores with which it has written
contracts , the only difference being the absence of a written contract.

The form of contract used from April 1946 to :March 1948 contains
among others, the fol1owing provisions:

That WhC!'(,(/8, The 'YhoJef:,tlf'r for many years bas beE'1l selling merchandise
at retail tbrongb n lan!'e number of stores owned 11~. the lVholesaler and known
as Gamble :-;tore8 and in addition thereto the \Vholesaler for many years has
sold merchandise M 1Vholesnle to indiYiduals who own and operate their incH-
\'idual hu:o,;iness under the name of Gamhle Dealer Stores aud through the sale
of snell lllE'rch;llltlisl' and the estabHshment of its trade names and good will
tIle ""ho!. ~H;(';' Ims Lnilt up a large demand for its merchandise: and

21:\840-54--
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Whe'1'ea.s, The Retailer has established or will establish a store aL-____------

--------------

------------ for the sale at retail of the merchandise of the kinds
offered by the Wholesaler or sources approved by the Wholesaler. In order
to secure the benefits of selling merchandise for which the Wholesaler has
created customer demand and good will , and of purchasing the same on the
advantageous basis granted to Retailers by the vVholesaler , the Retailer desires
to purchase merchandise from the Wholesaler for resale in said store, and
the Wholesaler is willing to sell such merchandise on the terms and conditionsherein stated. .

Witnesseth That in consideration of the agreements herein contained, the
parties hereto mutually agree as follmvs :

1. The Wholesaler agrees to sell to the Retailer, and the Retailer agrees to
purchase from the .Wholesaler , at prices to be established from time to time by
the Wholesaler, such merchandise as the 'Vholesaler regularly carries for sale
in its own stores. The Wholesaler will use its best efforts to fill orders from the
Retailer , but shall not be liable to the Retailer for any loss or damage occasioned
by the Wholesaler s failure to deliver any merchandise ordered.

2. To enable the Wholesaler to determine the quantity of stock to be carried
on hand from time to time for filling orders of the Retailer, it is agreed that
unless otherwise authorized in writing, the Retailer shall order , and obtain , his
merchandise from the Wholesaler s Store or Warehouse at 

----------------

and shall pay for the same cash on delivery. If merchandise is shipped direct
from other sources authorized by the Wholesaler, the Retailer will pay therefor
cash in advance before shipment.

* * *

7. The 'Wholesaler will furnish and the Retailer will use the display material,
advertising, and merchandising services including but not limited to the
following items and services for the purpose of assisting the Retailer in the
promotion and sale of merchandise purchased by the Retailer from the Whole-
saler; retail circulars; retail catalogs; retail radio advertising; retail news-
paper mat service; retail display material; national advertising display material;
Planning Guide; window photographs; display photographs; merchandise list-
ing sheets; wholesale catalogs; printed order forms; a stock control system;
bookkeeping forms; monthly report forms; a store manual; educational material;
a Company magazine; merchandising bulletins; store operation bulletins; the
personal assistance of a field representative; dealership certificate of authoriza-
tion; personal advisory service, either by mail or at the Home Office of the
Wholesaler on all problems of the Retailer or his business; local newspaper
advertising at the Wholesaler s expense in accordance with the schedules estab-
lished from time to time by the Wholesaler. All of the above to be paid for and
used by the Retailer in accordance with the prices and policies as established
by the Wholesaler from time to time, it being the intent of the Wholesaler to
provide to the Retailer all of the necessary advertising, counsel and assistance
to assist him in the profitable operation of his own business.

7a. The Wholesaler will pay the retailer an annual bonus out of the net profit,
if any, of the Wholesaler , in an amount to be determined by the Wholesaler in
accordance with its "Dealer Bonus Plan" as may be approved by its Board of
Directors from time to time.

The recitations of the preamble of the foregoing contract appear
also in the form adopted for use subsequent to March 1948 but are
absent from the form of contract first used. The first numbered para-
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graph contained in the two forms employed later contains departures
from the form employed in the earliest contracts. Among other dif-
ferences , the mandatory provisions of the paragraphs numbered 4 and
7 are permissive under the form of contract earliest used and a pro-
vision similar to Paragraph 7 (a) is absent from both of the other
forms.

PAR. 8. As construed by respondents in the general course and con-
duct of corporate respondent's business relations with dealer cus-
tomers, these contractual accords have required the dealers to pur-
chase from and deal in merchandise sold by or through the respondent
company to the exclusion of merchandise sold by competitors. Com-
pliance with respondent company s exclusive dealing policy has been
insisted upon , bonuses have been paid to those dealer stores who com-
plied literal1y or made substantial compliance therewith and bonuses
have been refused to those who have not made substantial compliance.
Stocks in dealer stores have been checked periodical1y by corporate
respondent' s representatives to discover violations and the presence
of foreign merchandise duly reported to the corporate respondent.

Respondent corporation , as a condition to continuing the sale of its
merchandise to dealers, in instances has exacted promises that mer-
chandise theretofore procured from other sources would be disposed
of within a stated period and contracts with dealer stores have been
cancelled by this respondent for failure on the part of such retail
merchants to deal exclusively, or substantially so , in its merchandise.

PAR. 9. Among the acts and statements of respondents disclosed by
the record which furnish bases for the foregoing conclusions are state-
ments appearing in certain instructions disseminated to the dealer
ftores. Under date of October 13 , 1934 , approximately one year after
the corporate respondent inaugurated its dealer-store program, it
forwarded to the dealer stores a mimeographed paper entitled "Spe-
cial Agency Store l\1emo to Agency Stores" admonishing the dealer
stores in substance that loyalty to the corporate respondent' s program
necessitated the purchase of its merchandise exclusively, one para-
graph being as fol1ows: 

BIG NEWS-We are going to reward those who have the proper loyalty by
giving a bonus at the end of the year based on purchases for the entire year, but
this wilJ be done only to those who carry out our program from this date on in
100% manner. Conflicting merchandise now in stock must be disposed of imme-
diately. Any violations will necessitate the cancellation of contract and the
forfeiture of the bonus.

The policy of the respondent corporation in its dealings with the
dealer stores, as set forth in the document above referred to , was re-
affirmed in a bulletin entitled "LOYALTY" , dated December 24 , 1938
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and sent to all dealer stores. Provision for payment, under certain
eonditions , of the bonus appears in 374 existing contracts although no
payments have been in fact made since 1946. The bonus paid con-
sisted of an amount equal to %, of 1 % of the total annual purchases by
the dealer, except for one year when it was 1 %. The terms and condi-
tions upon which a dealer store was eligible to receive the bonus is.

stated in the respondent companis announceme.nt of the policy.
Failure of the dealer stores to substantially comply with the plan and.

purchase all, or substantially all , merchandise from the respondent
company resulted in denial of the bonus in many cases with resultant'
financial loss.

Expressions of company policy also occurred at dealers ' meetings..
During the period covered in the testimony, respondent company
called and held meetings of the representatiyes of the dealer stores at
eonvenient plaees in various parts of the United States ill which the
dealer stores were located , at some of which its president 'wns present

and at all or substantially all of which it hall a representative who
addressed the dealers and who advised them , eitll(~l' expressly or by
implieation. that they were required to purchase all of their mer-
dmndise from respondent company.

Respondents' policies were implemented by instructions to corpo-
rate respondent's suppliers. In a form letter dated April 4 , 1947 , sent

to some 300 manufacturers from whom the respondent company
purchased merchandise, the manufacturers were advised , in pnrt , as
follows:

Validation of orders: AllY orders receiyec1 direct from Gamble Stores Author-.
ized Dealers should he mailed to thii" office without honoring then!. 'Ve cannot
be responsible for orders placed by Authorized Dealers direct to a source of
supply. Our plan of operation requires Dealers to place orders either with the-

'Varehouse or with the Minneapolis Home Office.

Price Quotations: No price quotation should be given out to Gamble Store8,
AR8cciateGamble Stores , Gamble Store:;: Authorized Dealer or Dealer Ware-
houses. Any request for such information 8honld be fonvarc1ed to Gamble-
Skog" , Inc., 700 North 'Va~hington Ave., :Minneapolis, Minn.

PAR. 10. Adherence or loyalty to eorp-orate respondent's exclusive'
dealing policies was continuously investigated. Applicants for con-
tracts to purchase at wholesale the merchandise sold by the respondent
company were required to fill out a questionnaire on a form fur-
l1ished by the respondent eompany headed "APPLICATION FOR
GA:MJ~LE AUTHORIZED DEALER STORE." Among the in-
quiries contained in sueh applieation was: "Do you agree to conduct a
Gamble Dealer Store according to the proven policies of the com-
pany?" Following tl~~ applicant's answers to the questions under the
heading "INFORl\IA TION TO BE FILLED IN COl\IPLETEL Y
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BY GA~lBLE REPRESENTATIVE", the representative was re-
quired to answer , among others , the following questions: "Have you
discussed the plan completely and read the- contract thoroughly with
app)ieanU" "Do you believe that he will be cooperative and conform
to the various policies that have been factors in the success of our
company ~"

The respondent corporation has established zones for the dealer
stores, each zone comprising from twenty to thirty dealer stores.
It. maintains representatives known as "Superintendents , who visit
the dealer stores and , among other things, interpret the company
policies to the dealers. It also maintains about 60 representatives
known as "Zone Superintendents" or "field men , who operate in the
separate zones and periodically visit the dealer stores. Until within
a few months before the complaint in this proceeding issued, the field
men worked under the direction of the head of the dealer department
in the home office. A change then was made whereby a part of the
field men worked under , and reported to , an intermediary known as
a "'Vholesale Sales JUanager." The field men .were. required to and
did check the stock in the dealer stores to ascertain whether competitive
merchandise was present , and, if any such merchandise was found
made written report to the home office or an intermediate office.

'Vhen visiting the stores of dealers , the field men have threatened
dealers with cancellation of their contracts unless competitive mer-
chandise was promptly disposed of and future purchases confined to
the products of corporate respondent. The record clearly demon-
strates that dealers ' desire to handle competitive merchandise has been
the reason for cancellation by corporate respondent. Dealing in , or
the announced intention to deal in, competitive merchandise has

resulted in cancellation by respondents of corporate respondent's
contracts with a substantial number of dealers. A number of its
letters of cancellation have assigned as reasons therefor the fact that
t he merchants have been ""desirous of reI)resenting others in the sale
of merchandise. In one instance, corporate respondent's termination
of the contract was preceded by less than a year and a half by another
Jetter commending the dealer for the manner in which he was oper-
ating the business, and in another case moreover, some time prior to
cancellation , the merchant received a certificate designating him as an
outstanding dealer and was otherwise commended by representatives
of corporate respondent for his competence.

PAR. 11. ~lany of corporate respondent's dealers have adhered to
and complied with the conditions , understandings and agreements
imposed by it with respect to exclusive dealing. In instances where
dealers have bought from sources other than corporate respondent
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its insistence on exclusive dealing has caused the greater volume of
purchases to be restricted to it. Many independent jobbers and manu-
facturers distribubng similar merchandise in commerce have been
unable to sell their products in substantial quantities to Gamble
dealers and dealers in declining to purchase from representatives of
competing distributors have assigned as reason therefor the fact tha
they were required by their contractual arrangement or corporate
respondent' s policy to limit their dealings to it.

Respondents contend that the acts and practices here under consid-
eration are not unlawful for the reason , among others, that it should
be concluded that they affect only an insignificant segment of the total
volume of business conducted at wholesale in the entire area of 25
states where dealer stores purchasing from corporate respondent are
located. In this connection , it is urged that that portion of the busj-
ness derived by corporate respondent from its dealers in an area of
19 states in which the majority of such dealer stores are situated con-
stitutes approximately %, of 1 % of the aggregate volume of wholesale
sales by all manufacturers and distributors there made in the cate-
gories of merchandise handled by it. Assuming without , however
deciding that this percentage accurately reflects eorporate respondent'
share of that volume in the aggregate, it is apparent that this circum-
stance serves in no way to portray the competitive situation pre"vailing
in those localities where the dealer stores are situated and in which any
influence stemming from respondents ' practices would be directly
exerted.

Omitting from consideration entirely corporate respondent's com-
mercial status incident to its operation in the continental United
States of 484 company-owned stores, it is shown by the record that
this companis annual sales at wholesale to dealers ranged during the
period of 1941 through 1947 from a low of approximately $18 000 000
to slightly over $61 000 000. Average sales to dealer stores in 1947
represented $35 200 , and aecentuating the significance of this fact 
the circumstance that over 1 600 of such business places were loeated
in hamlets and towns ranging from 5 to 5' 000 in. population , and that
the cities where many others were located did not greatly exceed this
larger figure. That established outlets for merchandise in communi-
ties of this size ordinarily are restricted in number is obvious. The
Commission is of the opinion that controlling here, in appraising the
impact of respondents ' practices on competition , is the circumstance
that corporate respondent\; share of the busines:::; is a consequential

and substantial one in the numerous communities where it distributes
and sells me-rchandise to dealer stores and that the area of commerce
foreclosed to competitors of corporate respondent by the acts and
practices engaged in is a substantial one.
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PAR. 12.. The effect of respondents ' sales as aforesaid and contracts
for sale may be and has been to substantially lessen competition in
the line of commerce in which the respondent corporation is engaged
and has a tendency to create a monopoly in respondent corporation in
the commerce aforesaid or automotive supplies, electrical appliances
radios , light hardware , sporting goods , paints, ready-to-wear clothing,
and other goods, wares and merchandise in the sale of _which the
corporate respondent has engaged. Respondents ' acts and practices
have had a tendency to and have actually hindered and prevented
competition in the sale in interstate commerce of those categories 
merchandise sold by corporate respondent, and have hnd a tendency
to restrain and obstruct such commerce therein.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents Gamble-Skogmo , Inc. , Bert C.
Gamble, M:. O. ,Veiby, Samuel :Miles~ and R. C. Teuscher, as herein-
above set out , constitute a violation of Section 3 of the Act of Congress
entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful
restraints and monopolies , and for other pul'poses , approved October

, 1914 (the Clayton Act) and constitute unfair methods of competi-
tion in commerce \,ithin the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER 'I'0 CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion upon the complaint of the Commission , the joint answer thereto
testimony and other evidence taken before a hearing examiner of the
Commission , theretofore duly designated by it, the recommended
decision of the substitute hearing exanliner duly designated to act in
the place and stead of the original hearing examiner, and the exceptions
to the recommended decision filed by respondents, briefs in support of
and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint, and oral argu-
ment; and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion that the respondents there designated have violated the
provisions of Section 3 of that Act of the Congress of the United

States, entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful
restraints and monopolies , and for other purposes " approved October

, 1914 (the Clayton Act), and the provisions of Section 5 of the
Federal Trad-e Commission Act:

I. It 1~8 ordered That respondents Gamble-Skogmo , Inc. , a corpora-
tion and its officers, and respondents Bert C. Gamble, M:. O. 1Veiby,
R. C. Teuscher, and Samuell\tIiles , and said respondents' agents , repre-
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sentatives and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution
of merchandise in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Clayton
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

( a) Selling or making any contracts or agreements for the sale of
any such products on the condition , agreement or understanding that
the purc.haser thereof shall not use or deal in or sell the merchandise
of a competitor or competitors of corporate respondent.

(b) Enforc.ing or continuing in operation or effect any condition
agreement or understanding in , or in connection with , any existing
sales contract which condition , agreement or understanding is to the
effect that the purchaser of said products shall not use or deal in the
merchandise of a competitor or competitors of the corporate respond-
ent.

II. It is rlll'th('J? ordered That respondent Gamble-Skogmo, Inc.
a corporation , and its officers , and respondents Bert C. Gamble , 1\1. O.

"\Veiby, R. C. Teuscher, and Samuel ~liles, and said respondents
agents, representatives and employees , directly or through any corpo-
rate or other device , in connection with the offering for sale , sale or
distribution of merchandise in commerce, as "commerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist
from:

(a) Selling or making any contract or agreement for sale of any
such products on the c.ondition , agreement or understanding that the
purchaser thereof shall not use or deal in or sell the merchandise of a
competitor or competitors of the corporate respondent.

(b) Enforcing or continuing in operation or effect any condition
agreement or understanding in , or in connection with , any existing
sales contract or agreement which condition agreement or under-
standing is to the effect that the purchaser of said products shall not
use or deal in the mei'chandise of a competitor or competitors of the

corporate respondent.

(c) Offering a cash bonus or any other inducement to corporate
respondent' s independent dealers or other purchasers or prospective
purchasers on the condition , agreement or understanding that such
independent dealers or other purchasers or prospective purchasers
shall not use or deal in the merchandise of a competitor or competitors
of the corporate respondent.

(d) Cancelling, or directly or by implication threatening the can-
cellation of, any contract or franchise or selling agreement with
corporate respondent's independent dealers or other customers for the
sale of said products because of the failure or refusal of such pur-
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chasers to purchase or deal exclusively in the merchandise sold and
distributed by the corporate respondent.

(e) The performance of any act of intimidation or coercion either
through statements, oral or written , made by representatives of corpo-
rate respondent at independent dealer field meetings or during the
course of calls made upon independent dealers at their stores or at
any other place , or the use of any system or practice, plan , or method
of doing business , for the purpose or having the effect of intimidating

. or coercing such corporate respondent's independent dealers or other
purchasers to purchase their merchandise requirements exclusively
from corporate respondent.

I t is fuirthe1' oTdeTed That the complaint herein be, and the same
hereby is , dismissed as to Philip vV. Skogmo and H. R. Baker , both
deceased.

I t is fu.1'theT O1yZeTed That respondents shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission
a report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE l\fA TTER OF

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNIGt\.. , INC.

COMPLAIXT, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF COKGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 5384. Complaint, Sept. 191,5-DeGision, June 12, 1952

Where a corporation engaged in the intel state sale and- distribution of its
Britannica Junior" encyclopedia under its "15 for 1" plan , pursuant to

which its sales agents contacted the superintendent or principal of a school
to obtain the names of pupils and their parents and called upon the latter
to sell them the books, and the school received a set of said encyclopedia
for each fifteen sets sold , or proportionate credit or some other book such
as an atlas or dictionary if fewer than fifteen were sold-

(a) Erroneously and misleadingly represented through the use of the expression
School Advancement Program , that the plan was designed primarily for

the benefit and improvement of the school; the facts being that while the
schools derived incidental benefit through obtaining the books, the program
was essentially a sales plan or campaign for the sale of books to the public;

(b) Unwarrantedly and misleadingly represented in a substantial number of
instances, through statements of its sales agents, that the local school or the
superintendent or some other official was sponsoring the sale of the books;
when the school's only connection with the matter was that it had supplied.
the names and addresses of the pupils and parents;

(c) Erroneously and misleadingly represented through its agents that the books
were essential or indispensable to the proper preparation by pupils of their
homework; and

(d) Erroneously and misleadingly represented , as aforesaid, that t11e price 
which the books "'were offered under said sales plan were special or reduced,
applicable for a limited time only; when in fact they were the regular
prices;

With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the
purchasing public with respect to their books, and thereby induce its pur-
chase thereof:

Held That sucb acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth , were all
to the prejudice of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commErce.

As respects interlocutory orders of the Commission , no requirement exists that
bearing examiners subsequently adopt, verbatim, in the preparation of
initial decisions, such language relevant to the matters to be stated as may
hal"'e appeared in the Commission s own orders.

As respects exceptions by counsel supporting the complaint in the aforesaid
matter, which ch:111enged , among other things, the hearing examiner s use
of various words and terms such as "erroneous

, "

inherently el'l'oneous and
mi~leading , and "unwarranted and misleading , to characterize certain of
the representations which occurred during respondent's house-to-house
sales presentations to the public, counsel urging that they should instead
be characterized as false, so that any findings which might issue would not
be susceptible to an interpretation that there were but a few misrepresen-
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tations, or that tlJey represented inadvertent, unintentional mistakes on
the part of respondent and its representatives:

TIle Commission was of the opinion that no error was presented through use
of the expressions in question in the particular contexts in which they oc-
cUlTed or by reason of the examiner s failure to additionally characterize

respondent's misrepresentations as false.

Certain other exceptions also rejected were directed to use of the word "un-
questionable" in connection with the value of the pl' ogram to the schools;
to use of the word "already" in noting the discontinuance of the designation
School Advancement Program ; to the omission from the initial decision

of a detailed narration of the statements made by respondent's salesmen;
to the grouping of three of the char~'es of the complaint, for lack of propel'
emphasis; and to the examiner s failure to find certain specific misrepresen-
tation of alleged t;avings growing out of the price misrepresentation;

'1' 11e Commission , among other things , holding the use of said words neither
inappropriate, nor unwarranted; and noting, as respects salesmen s state-

ments, that neither the conclusions characterizing such representations were
challenged as erroneous nor the prohibitions inadequate; and, as respects

said last exception , the absence of any indication of resulting error in the
findings , substantively; or deficiency in the order.

Before 1111'. A1?thu.1' F. Thomas and llfr. TVillia-m, L. Pack hearing
examIners.

JJf1' olvn 1/1. Russell and 11r. William, L. Pencke for the Com-
mISSIOn.

Mr. H. J. Joy, of Chicago , Ill. , and Davies, Richberg, Tydings
Beebe dJ Landa and 1/1'1'. L. A. Scholl of vVashington, D. C., for

respondent.
. Otto T. Engleha'i,t of )Vashington , D. C. , and Mr. Lorentz B.

l(noufl, of Chicago, Ill. , for F. E. Compton & Co. , intervenor.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that the Encyclopaedia
Britannica , Inc. , a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent
has violated the provisions of the said Act, and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest , hereby issues its complaint, stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Encyclopaedia Britannica , Inc. , is a cor-
poration organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of tl1e State of New York. Respondent's office and principal
place of business is located at 20 North ",Yacker Drive, Chicago
Illinois.
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PAR. 2. Respondent Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. , now is, and
for over two years last past has been , engaged in the business of pub-
lishing and of selling and distributing books, including encyclopaellitL
sets ealled Britannica ( unior. Respondent causes its Britannica

Junior sets

, "

when sold , to be transported from its said place of business
in the State of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in -various other
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Re-
spondent maintains, and at all times mentioned hereir1 has maintained
a eourse of trade in its said encyclopaedia sets in commerce between
and among the various States of the United States and in the District
of Columbia.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its said business in connection
with the sale and distribution of its Britannica . unior encyclopaedia

sets and as an inducement for the purchase thereof by meli1bers of the
purchasing public , respondent adopted in or about the fall of 1941
a so-caned "15 for 1 Plan" for selling its said sets and thereafter used
such plan, represe.nting that it is a "Britannica Junior School .l~d-
vancement Program" plan , especially designed for those neighbor-
hoods where a school or library is unable to buy an initial or additional
set or sets of Britannica Junior for the use of the children in the
school. The said plan operates as follows:

One of the respondent' s representatives calls on the superintendent
or other official of the school and explains that the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, Inc. , desires to initiate a "School Advancement Program
in their community which affords the sehool an opportunity to reeeive
a set of Britannica Junior "free" providing the school official furnishes
the representative with a card stating the name , age , and grade of
each pupil , the teacher s name and the name and address and occu-
pation of the pupil' s parents thereon: that the requirement of a letter
of endorsement or approval of the Britannica set by such school
official is optional; and provided further that the sale of fifteen similar
sets of said encyclopaedia is eft'ected by said representative of Encyclo-
paedia Britannica , Inc. , among the parents having children attending
the school. Assurance is given that the names -of the "loyal parents
of 15 of your students" who purchase the sets will appear on a presen-
tation page attached to the inside front cover of Volume I of the set
of Britannica ,Junior they "wish to giye to the school."

Respondent' s representative thereafter contacts the parents or
parent of the children of the sc.hool and represents:

That he is working through or cooperating with the school on a "School Ad-
vancement Program" whereby the school will receive a set of Britannica Junior
free if and when be sells 15 similar sets to the parents having children attending
said school;
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That the school superintendent or otber official has furnished him with the
parents ' names and the said information concerning their child or children and
their teacher, in order that they could be afforded an opportunity to participate
in tile School Advancement Program by buying a set of Britannica Junior ency-
clopaedia for their child or children;

That the school is sponsoring the program and its superintendent or other
person in authority is recommending that the parents buy the books;

That the parents by buying the set through the school receive a special price
because the company is yery desirous of having these books in their community;

That the school superintendent or other official highly recommended these sets
for use by the children in preparing their work for school;

That people in that communHy were .offered an opportunity to buy a set of
Britannica Junior at a reduced cost because of the "School Advancement Pro-
gram" his company is backing;

That a special price was being quoted but that this would be for only a limited
time;

That the children of parents who bought the books would have a definite ad-
vantage over the other children who did not have a set of these books to be used
in connection with their school work;

That the superintendent or other official of the school personally endorsed
these books and ,,-as recommending them to the parents as being indispensable for
use by their children;

That if the pflrents l1l1l'chased this set of books they would not have to buy any
other books because the information contained in Britannica Junior was full
and complete;

hat the school endorsed the books and was recommending them to the parents
as being indispensable for their children in preparing their school work;

That the books were being sold through the school;
That the school superintendent or other official was desirous of having the

children in the school own a set of Britannica Junior in order that they could
do their home work;

That he lacked only one set of having sold the required number for the scbool
to receive a free set;

That he was selling only a limited number of these books in the vicinity;
That the parents he is calling on had been selected to participate in the School

Advancement Program 
Tbat he was working through the school which was sponsoring the program

and recommending that the parents buy the set of Britannica Junior;
That the parents would be saving $120.00 by purchasing the Britannica Junior

set through the school;
That the superintendent or other official of the school has fllrnished him with

her name, together with the names of her children in order that she could be
giv-en an opportunity to purchase a set of these books to be used by her children
in preparing their school home work ;

That only the people recommended by the superintenc1ent or other official of
the school would have an opportunity to purchase a set;

That the parents by buying the books through the " School Advancement Pro-
gram" sale would receive a yearbook free for ten years.

PAR. 4. Through the use of the expression "School Advancement
Program" and the aforesaid statements and others similar thereto

" '
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not specifically set out herein , in connection with the offering for sale
and sale of their Britannica Junior encyclopaedia under said so-called
School Advancement Program" or "15 for 1 Plan" respondent di-

rectly or by implication represents to the parents of the children in
n school that the "School Advancement Program" is designed for

the benefit and improvement of the school; that its Britannica Junior
encyclopaedia has been adopted by the school authorities for study or
reference as part of the school curriculum; that the superintendent

or other school authorities are sponsoring the sale of Britannica Junior
to the parents; that by purchasing through the school the parents
would be securing said books at a special or reduced price; that 
could only sell the set at that price for a limited time; that all, or
practically all of the school work is , or would be, taken therefrom or
based on the material contained in said books; that the school and its
superintendent or other ofilcial have endorsed Britannica Junior and
are recommending that the parents buy a set as being indispensable
to their children in doing their school work; that it is essential to their
children s home library in order for them to prepare their school home
work; that it is so full and complete as to make the parents ' further
purchase of school books unnecessary; that respondent's representa-
tive is only allowed to sell a limited number of sets of these books
through the school or in their community; that he could only sell a
set to those parents whom the superintendent or other school au-
thorities had recommended be offered the privilege or opportunity 
purchasing same; that the parents would be saving $120.00 by pur-
chasing the set through the school; that if the parents purchase a set
through the school they would receive a yearbook free for ten years.

Respondent' s representative further states to the parents in selling
its Britannica Junior encyclopedia that he only lacks one set of having
sold the required number for the school to receive a free set, when this
is not a fact; that the school is sponsoring the "Britannica Junior
School Advancement Program" sale and its superintendent or other
official has recommended that the parents buy a set, when he has
expressly requested respondent's representative- not to mention the

school or his name in selling said sets and respondent' s representative
has asured him that he would not do so.

PAR. 5. The statements and representations used and disseminated
by the respondent in the manner above described are deceptive , false
and misleading. Respondent's so-called "School Advancement Pro-
gram

" -

is not designed for the benefit or improvement of the school

but only for the sale of its Britannica Junior sets; the Britannica
Junior encyclopedia has not been adoptea for study or reference as a
part of the school curriculum; none of the school authorities are
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sponsoring said alleged "Britannica Junior School Advancement Pro-
gram" sale; by purchasing said set of books from respondent' s repre-
sentative the parents would not be securing it through the school or at
a special or reduced price , but only at its usual retail price; the time of
respondent' s representatiye is not limited to sell said sets at that price;
the school work is not and will not be based on or taken from the
material contained in said set of books; none of the school authorities
has endorsed or is recommending that the parents buy Britannica
Junior as being indispensable to their children in doing their school
work; it is not essential to their children in preparing their school
home work; it is not so full or complete as to make the parents ' further
purchase or school books unnecessary; respondent's representative is
allowed to sell as many of said sets as he is able to, to anyone, and any-
where at the price he is offering a set to the parents; by purchasing a
Britannica Junior set in this so-called "School Adyancement Program
sale, the parents will not receive any yearbook free.

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact, respondent's so-called "School Ad-
vancement Program" or "15 to 1 Plan" is not a plan ror the advance-
ment or the school , but only a clever scheme through 'which the respond-
ent' s representative obtains entry into the homes orthe parents or the
children in a school to sell respondent's books by stating that the
parents have been selected by the superintendent or other authorities
or the school to be given the opportunity or privilege of buying a
Britannica Junior encyclopedia , which the school has adopted, for-
study or rererence as part or the school curriculum and is recommend-
ing that the parents buy. Therearter , by making said rurther raIse and
misleading statements and representations, and others similar thereto
respondent' s representative brings great pressure to bear on the parents
to buy said set or books, giving them the impression that their children
must have same in order to complete their school courses. :l\fany or the
parents buy said books who cannot afford to and would not do so except
for being deceived and misled by respondent' s representative as arore-
said , especially since, as respondent states, it only uses said plan in
selling its Britannica Junior encyclopedia in communities where the
school or library is unable to purchase a set or a rurther set or sets
thereor.

PAR. 7. The use by the respondent or the roregoing false, deceptive
nnd misleading statements and representations , disseminated as arore-
sflid, has had , and nmv hflS , the capacity and tendency to , and does
mislead and deceive a substantial portion or the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belier that all such statements and
representations are true, and induces a substantial portion of the

purchasing public to purchase respondent's Britannica Junior sets.
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because of such erroneous and mistaken belief, engendered as above set
forth, thereby unfairly diverting trade to the respondent from its
competitors in said commerce who truthfully represent their products.

PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury of the public, and of
respondent' s competitors, and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce, within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Tlade Commission Act. 

ORDERS AND DECISION OF THE CO~IlVIISSIOX

Order denying appeal of counsel supporting complaint from ini-
tial decision of the hearing examiner and decision of the Commission
and order to file report of compliance, Docket 5384, June 12, 1952

follows:
This matter came on to be heard by the Commission upon the appeal

of counsel supporting the complaint from the initial decision of the
hearing examiner herein and upon the briefs submitted in support of
and in opposition to said appeal.

Counsel supporting the complaint under the first , third , fourth and
fifth of his exceptions challenges , among other things, the hearing
examiner s use of various words and terms such as "erroneous , "in-
herently erroneous and misleading , and "unwarranted and mislead-
ing" to characterize certain of the representations occurring during
respondent' s house-to-house sales presentations to the public and , in
urging that they instead should be characterized as false, contends
jn effect, that this is necessary and proper in order that any findings
as to the facts issuing herein be not susceptible to an interpretation
that the instances of misrepresentation disclosed by the record are

but few in number or that they represent inadvertent, unintentional
mistakes on the part of respondent and its representatives. Counsel
asserts also that supporting his contentions of error in this respect is
the fact that the order of the Commission , dated April 25 , 1951 , ruling
upon respondent's previously filed motion to dismiss contained recita-
tions in detail of various representations and. statements which the
testimony indicated had been used by salesmen in respondent' s sales
presentations.

"'ith respect to the circumstance last referred to, namely, the

wording of the order of April 25, 1951 , no requirement exists that
hearil;g examiners subsequently adopt, verbatim , in the preparation of
jnitial decisions such language relevant to the matters to be stated as
may have appeared in the Commission s own interlocutory orders.
The. Commission , moreover, does not share the view that the state-
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ments to which counsel's objections are interposed may be interpreted
reasonably as an expression that the misrepresentation heretofore en-

gaged in has occurred only in isolated instances or is attributable to
inadvertent or unintentional error. The Commission is of the opinion
that no error is presented by reason of the hearing examiner s use of
the expressions excepted to in the particular contexts in which they
occur or by reason of his failure, in such connection , to additionally
characterize respondent's misrepresentations as false.

Under counsel's third exception , additional objection is directed to
the words "unquestionably" and "already" appearing in Paragraph
Four of the initial decision , counsel alleging in such connection that
they have "significantly enthusiastic and complimentary implica-
tions. This position is untenable and it is deemed appropriate by
the Commission for a hearing examiner to make reference to the cir-
C'.llmstance that a party to a proceeding previously or already has dis-
continued a practice as the hearing examiner has done in the instant
case in reference to respondent's former use of the term " School Ad-
vancement Program" to designate its salesplan , and it is noted in
passing, in this connection also , that he properly concluded , in effect
that the public interest now requires a prohibition against any resump-
tion of its use. In reference to the objection interposed to the word
unquestionably , counsel has advanced no reason why the value of

reJerence books , as distinguished from their essentiality, in the prep-
aration of student home work, should be regarded as questionable.

Counsel interposes objection in his second exception to the omission
from the initial decision of a detailed narration of the statements
made by respondent's salesmen in the course of those sales presenta-
tions which the hearing examiner deems to have been misrepresenta-
tive. Counsel does not urge , however, that the conclusions appearing
in the initial decision characterizing the representations made by
respondent as deceptive in import are erroneous conclusions nor does

he contend that the prohibitions contained in the order are inadequate
or not respollsiYe to the record , and this exception clearly is without
merit.

..:\..

8 a sixth ground for appeal , counsel supporting the complaint
objects to the form of Paragraph Six of the hearing examiner s find-
ings and among other things, contends that, by there grouping
together for discussion three of the charges of the complaint, the

. greater relative gravity which counsel feels adheres in one of such
charges becon1es obscured. It does not appear to the Commission that
the recitations of this paragraph are, characterized by a lack of
proper emphasis or are erroneous otherwise, and this exception 
not being granted.

21384U--54----
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The hearing examiner found that respondent has represented , con-
trary to fact, that its customary and usual prices were special or
reduced prices and applicable only for a limited period of time , and
the last of counsel's exl~.eptions expresses objection to the hearing
examiner s failure to find that sales agents falsely represented that

savings of $120. , in one instance, and of $60. , in another instance

,,'

ould be afl'orded to purchasers buying these reference books under
the sales promotion being conducted locally. It does not appear
that. the hearing examiner failed to give consideration to the testimony
to ",hich this exception .relates nor are any reasons advanced as bases
for concluding that the omission of these matters frOlll the findings
as to the facts renders them erroneous substantively or that the order
contained in the initial decision is deficient, and this exception 
accordingly rej eeted.
The Commission, therefore , being of the opinion that counsel's

appeal is without merit and that the initial decision of the hearing
examiner constitutes an adequate and appropriate disposition of
this proceeding:

It -is ordered That the aforesaid appeal frollI the initial decision
. of the hearing examiner be, and it hereby is , denied.

It i8 further ordered That the initial decision of the hearing
examiner , a copy of which is attached , shall , on the 12th day of June
1959 , become the decision of the Commission.

I t is IzU'ther orcleped That the respondent shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
it has complied with the order to cease and desist.

Said initial decision , thus adopted by the Commission as its de-
cision , follows:

1S1TL\L DECISION BY WILLlX:\( L. 1'.\CK. I-IE.\IUXG EX..\l\IlNEH

Pursuant to the provisions of the Fetleral TracIe Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on September 28, 1945 , issued and
subsequent ly served its complaint in this proceeding upon the re-
~ponc1ent, Encyclopaedia Britanniea , Ine. , a corporation , charging it
with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
in violation of tIle, provisions of that Act. After the filing by re-
spondent of its answer to the complaint , hearings ,,'ere held at. which
testimOll)' and otlwr evidence in support of the a negations of the com-
plaint were introduced before the nhoH' lI:llnec1 hearing exmniner
theretofore duly designated b:v the Commission. and such testimony
and other evidence "ere duly recorded and filed in the office of the
Commi~sion. At the conclusion of the reception of sueh evidence in
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support of the complaint, counsel for respondent filed with the Com-
mission a m.otion to dismiss the complaint for failure of proof. Such
motion was granted by the Commission as to certain charges in the
complaint but denied as to certain other eharges. Counsel for re-
~polldent elected to introduce no evidence in opposition to the charges
remaining in the complaint, and the proceeding was thereupon closed
by the hearing examiner insofar as the reception of evidence was
concerned. Subsequently. the proceelling regularly came on for final
consideration by the hearing examiner on the complaint, answeT
testimony and other evidence .with respect to those charges remaining
in the complaint, and proposed findings and conclusions submitted
by counsel supporting the complaint (counsel for respondent having
elected not to submit sueh proposals, and Ol'al argument not having
been requested), and the hearing examiner, having duly considered
the m.atter, finds that this proeeeding is in the interest of the public
and makes the following findings as to the facts , conclusion drawn
therefrom and order:

FIXDIXGS "\8 TO THE 1". \C1'8

PAJUG1LU' lI 1. The respondent , Encyclopaedia Britannica , Inc., is,
a eorporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the Jaws of the State of New York, with its principal offiee
and place of business located at 20 North 1Vncker Drive , Chicago
Illinois. Respondent is nOl\" , and for a number of years last past has
been , engaged in the business of publishing and selling books, includ-
ing an eneyclopaedia designated by respondent as Britannica Junior.

PAR. 2. Respondent eauses its Britannica Junior encyelopaedias
"hen sold , to be transported from its place of business in the State
of IJlinois to purchasers located in various other States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains and
has maintained a l'om' se of trade ill such encyclopaedias in COll1meree
nl110ng' and between the vHrious StatE's of the T"Tnitecl States and in the
District of Columbia.

\H. ~3. This proceeding involyes certain representations alleged to
have been made by respondent in connection with sales of its Britan-
llica. Junior eneyc1opaedia under a certain sales plan designated by
respondent as its "15 for 1" plan. Under this plan l'esponclent' s sales
agents eontHC't tll(' snperintendent or principal of a school and seek
to obtain the names of the pupils in the school , together with the names
a nd addresses of the parents. Upon obtaining such names and ad-
dresses, the agent proceeds to call upon the parents and to undertake to
sell them the books. For its assistanee in supplying the names and
nddl'esses , the school receives without cost a set of Britannica Junior
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for each fifteen sets sold to the patrons or the school. "'\Vhile a letter
recommending the books is desired from the school official , this is not
required. If fewer than fifteen sets are sold , the school receives a pro-
portionate credit on the purchase of a set or the books or it receives
some other book , such as an atlas or dictionary.

PAR. 4. In addition to the term "15 ror 1 " respondent has also
used the expression "School Advancemenf Program" to designate this
sales plan , and the first issue raised by the complaint concerns the use
or this expression. The expression as used by respondent is inherently
erroneous and misleading, in that it constitutes a representation that
the sales plan is designed primarily ror the benefit and improvement
or the school. "'\Vhile the schools do unquestionably derive benefit
from the sales program through the obtaining or the books , such bene-
fit is incidental. The program is essentially a sales plan or eampaign
which has as its primary purpose the sale or books to the public. The.
llse or the designation in question has already been discontinued by
respondent.

PAR. 5. Respondenfs sales agents have in a substalltialnumber or
instances representeel to prospective purchasers that the local sehool
or the superintendent or some other official or the school was sponsor-
ing the sale or the books , when in ract the only connection whieh the
school had with the matter was that it had supplied the Dames and
hddresses or the pupils and parents. This representation was made in
various ways , including statements to the effect that the books were be-
ing sold through the school , that the school was working with the
agent in the sale of the books , that the agent had been sent by the school
or principal to see the parent, and that the agent was running a school
program or a program through the school. The mere fact that the
school had supplied the names and addresses of prospective purchasers
did not constitute sponsorship or the sale or the books, and it is there-
fore concluded and round that these representations were unwarranted
and misleading.

PAR. 6. Other representations made by respondent's sales agents to
prospective purchasers were that the books were essential or indispens-
able to the proper preparation by pupils or their school homework , and
that the prices at which the books were offered under this particular
sales plan were special or reduced prices, applicable ror a limited
time only. These representations were likewise erroneous and mis-
leaclipg. "'\Vhile a set of rererence books may be very helpful to a
pupil in the preparation of his school homework , such books cannot
be regarded as essential or indispensable. The prices at which the
books were offered were not special or reduced prices nor "were they
pplicable for a limited time only, but were in fact the customar:y
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and usual prices at which such books were sold by respondent in regu-
lar and normal eourse of business.

PAll. 7. The aets and praetiees of respondent as set forth above have
the tendeney and capaeity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion
of the purchasing public with respect to respondent's books, and
the tendency and capacity to cause such portion of the public to pur-
chase sueh books as a result of the erroneous and- mistaken belief so
engendered.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondent as hereinabove set out are all
to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act. 

ORDER

It is o1'deped That the respondent, Encyclopaedia Britannica , Inc. , a
corporation, and its officers , representatives, agents and employees
directly or through any corporate or other deviee , in connection with
the offering for sale, sale and distribution in commerce, as "commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of respondent' s books
designated Britannica Junior , or any substantially similar books, by
whatever name designated , do forthwith eease and desist from:

1. Using the words "School Advancement Program" or any words
of similar import to designate, describe or refer to respondent' s sales
plan known as the "15 for 1" plan, or any substantially similar plan;
or otherwise representing, directly or by implication, that any such
sales plan is designed primarily for the benefit or improvement of
schools or of any particular sehool.

2. Representing, directly or by implication , that the sale of books
under respondent's sales plan known as the " 15 for I" plan , or under
any substantially similar plan , is being sponsored by any school or
school official , unless the school or offieial referred to is in fact sponsor-ing such sale. 

3. Representing, directly or by implieation , that the prices at which
said books are offered for sale are special or reduced prices or are
applicable for a limited time only, when such prices are in fact the
customary and usual prices at which said books are sold by respondent
in its regular ~nd normal course of business.

4. Representing, direetly or by implication , that said books are es-
sential or indispensable to the proper preparation by pupils of their
school homework.
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ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

48 F. T. C.

I t is f'll1'ther O1'de1' That the respondent shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commissioll a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and forn1 in
which it has complied with the order to cease and desist (as required
by aforesaid order and decision of the CoJ!1missionJ.
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IN THE lVIATTER O~~

BERZEE SPORTS,VEJ\.R, INC. ET .AL.

co:\rPLAIN'l' , FINDINGS, ..\KD ORDERS IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OJ:." SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1~14 , AND OF AN
ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. 14, 1940

Docl~et 5856. Complai-nt , Mal' 5, 1951-Declsion , June 12, 195'2

Whpre a corporation and its two ofncer8, en!!f1ged in the manufacture and inter-
state sale and distribution of sportswear made from cloth labeled as 100%
wool when purchased , Imt stated by the vendor actually to contain 45%
wool and 55% ra~' oll; ill violation of the 'Vool Products Labeling Act and
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder-

(a) Misbranded said sportswear in that they labeled it in accordance with the
aforesaid advice , when the cloth composing it did not in fact contain 45%
wool and 35% rayon , but was composed of about 0Slj~ wool , in large part
reprocessed , and rayon , nylon and other fibers;

(b) Further misbranded said proclucts in that the constituent fIbers and per-
centages thereof were not shown on the ta~s and labels, as required by
said Act and Rules and Regulations; and

(c) Further misbranded l:ertain of saId products in that the legal name of the
manufacturer or other person authorized b~' said Act to affix stamps, etc.,
was not shown on the attached labels, or , in lieu thereof, a registered identi-
fication numlwr , as permitted by sairl Rules and Regulations:

Held, That such acts, practices and methods, under the circumstances set forth,
were in violation of Sees. 3 and 4 of said Wool Pl'o(luets Labeling Act, and
of Rule 3 of tl.1e Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder, and con-

stituted unfair amI deceptive ads and practices in commerce.

As . respects respolldents' mislabeling of their products as result of their
reliance upon oral information from the vendor, as set out above: the assur-
ance received by them from said vendor as to fiber content of the cloth
from which they made their misbranded sportswenr , Ilid not comply with
the exculpatory provisions of Sec. 9 of the Wool Products Labeling Act, it
appearing that they neither demanded nor received from said vendor any
written guaranty, specific or continuing, that said cloth was not misbranded
under the proyIsions of the 'Wool Products Labeling Act, or any written
guaranty as to its fiber content.

Before Mr. Frank HieT hearing examiner.

1111' . Jesse D. !(u8h for the Commission.

COMPLA INT

Pnrsuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and the \Vool Products Labeling .Act of 1939 and by virtue of the
authority vested in it by saiel Acts, the Federal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that Berzee Sportswear , Inc. , a corporation
and IIarry Zinllnerman and ,Valter Bernstein , individually and as
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officers of said corporation , have violated the provisions of said Act
and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under the ,Y 001 Products
Labeling Act of 1939 , and it appearing to the Commission that 
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Berzee Sports\year , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the la \vs
of the State of New York with its principal place of business located
at 261 ,Vest 35th Street, New York, N. Y.
Respondents Harry Zimmerman and ,Valter Bernstein are Presi-

dent and Secretary-Treasurer respectively of corporate respondent
and in such capacities they fol'1llulate and execute its policies and
practices. Their business address is the same as that of corporate
respondent.

PAR. 2. Subsequent to July 15 , 1941 respondents have introduced
into commerce, manufactured for introduction and offered for sale
sold and distributed in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the ,V 001
Products Labeling Act of 1939 , wool products , as "wool products" are
defined therein.

PAR. 3. Certain of said wool products were misbranded within the
intent and meaning of said Act and Rules and Regulations pro-
mulgated thereunder in that they were falsely and deceptively labeled
45% wool and 55'% rayon , whereas in truth and in fact saiel. products
did not contain 45% wool and 55% rayon but contained approxi-
mately 38% woolen fibers , the large proportion of which was reproc-
essed wool, and the balance rayon fiber and other fibers. The said
wool products so labeled were further misbranded in that the eon-

stituent fibers and the percentages thereof were not ShOlV11 on the tags
or labels as required by said Act, in the manner and form as required
by the said Rules and Regulations.

Certain of the wool products were misbranded in that the legal name
of the manufacturer thereof or of a person required or authorized 
said Acts to affix stamps , tags , or labels or other- means of identifica-
tion thereto, was not shown on the labels attached to their products
as required by said Act and in the manner and form required by said
Rules and Regulations nor was there so shown in lieu thereof a regis-
tered identification number as pel111itted by said Rules and Regula-
tions.

PAR. - 4. The aforesaid acts and practices and methods of respond-
ents as alleged were and are in violation of sections 3 and 4 of the vV 001
Products Labeling Aet of 1939 and Rule 3 of the Rules and Regula-
tions promulgated thereunder and eonstitute unfair and deceptive
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acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

DECISION OF THE COl\Il\IISSION

Pursuant to Hule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice, and

as set. forth in the Comlnission s "Decision of the Commission and Or-
der to File Heport of Compliance , dated June 12 , 1952, the initial de-
cision in the instant matter of trial examiner Frank Hier , as set out
as follows, became on that da te the decision of the Commission.

INITIAL DECISION BY FRANK :flIER , TRIAL EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and the '11001 Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and by virtue of the
authority vested in it by said Acts, the Federal Trade Comnlission on
l\iarch 5 , 1951 , issued and subsequently served its complaint in this
proceeding upon the respondents, Berzee Sportswear, Inc. , a corpora-
tion, and Harry Zimmerman and 'Valter Bernstein , individually and
as officers of such corporation , charging said respondents , with the use
of unfair and deceptive acts and practices in comnlerce, in violation of
those Acts. No answer to the complaint was filed by respondents and
no appearance of counsel for them was made. Thereafter, a hearing
was held at which respondents were present and testilnony and other
evidence in support of and in opposition to the complaint were intro-
duced before the above-named trial examiner theretofore duly desig-
nated by the Commission , and said testimony and other evidence were
duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter
the proceeding regularly came on for final consideration by said trial
examiner on the complaint, testimony and other evidence and said
trial examiner, having duly considered the record herein, finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the public and makes the follow-
ing findings as to the facts, conclusion drawn therefrom , and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Berzee Sportswear , Inc. , is a corporation
organized in April 1950 , and since then existing and doing business
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York with
its principal place of business located at 261 V\T est 35th Street, New
York , N. Y.
Respondent Harry Zimmerman has been and is President of corpo-

rate respondent and since February 15 , 1951 , has been its sole stock-
holder and in sole charge of its operations.
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Respondent ",VaIter Bernstein from April 1950 until February 15

1951, was Secretary-Treasurer of Berzee Sportswear, Inc., and to-
gether with respondent Harry Zimmerman formulated and executed

its policies and practices during that period. On February 15
1951 , respondent vValter Bernstein sold all his interest in and severed

all connections with the corporate respondent, and since that date has
had no connection therewith.
PAR. 2. Since April 1950 , respondents have introduced into com-

merce , manufactured for introduction into commeree, and offered for
sale, sold and distributed in commeree, as "commerce" is defined in the
vV 00'1 Pro duets Labeling Act of 1939 and the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act, wool products, as "wool products~' are defined in said ",V 001

Products Labeling Act. 
PAR. 3. Some of said wool products were misbranded within the in-

tent and meaning of said vV 001 Products Labeling Act and the Rules

and Regulations promulgated thereunder in that they were falsely and
deeeptively labeled 45% wool and 55% rayon , whereas in truth and
in fact said products did not contain 45% wool and 55% rayon but con-
tained instead approximately 38% woolen fibers, the large part of
which was reprocessed wool and the remainder rayon , nylon and otherfibers. 

PAR. 4. Said products so labeled were further misbranded in tha 
the constituent fibers and the percentages thereof were not shown
on the tags and labels, as required by said vV 001 Products Labeling
Act, in the manner and form as required by the said Rules andRegulations. 

PAR. 5. Some of respondents ' produets were misbranded in that the

legal name of the manufacturer thereof, or of a person required or

authorized by said ",V 001 Products Labeling Act to affix stamps, tags

or labels or other means or identification thereto , was not shown on
the labels attached to such products as required by said vV 001 Products
Labeling Act, and in the manner and form required by said Rules
and Regulations , nor was there so shown in lieu thereof a registered
identification number as permitted by said Rules and Regulations.

PAR. 6. Respondents purchased the cloth from which they made the
sportswear , misbranded as found in Paragraphs Three, Four and Five
above, from the Strand vVoolen Company, 251 vVest 39th Street
New York , N. Y. , which cloth was labeled when purchased as 100%

wool. Because the price paid was too low for an all-wool cloth
respondents believed the labeling erroneous and contacted the Strand
",Voolen Company to eheck its accuracy. The latter informed re-
spondent that the cloth was 45% wool, 55% rayon and respondents
relying on such advice, labeled their products, made rrom that cloth
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45 % wool, 55 % rayon. The invoices rrom Strand ,Yoolen Company
covering the sale or such cloth to respondents contain no statement of
fiber content and respondents neither demanded nor received from
Strand ,Yoolen Company any written guaranty, specific or continuing,
that said cloth was not misbranded under the provisions of the said
,Y 001 Products Labeling Act, nor any written guaranty as to the
fiber content or the cloth purchased , other than the oral assurance that
it contained 45% wool, 55% rayon. 

CONCLUSIONS

1. The assurance as to fiber content or the cloth rrom which respond-
pnts made their sportswear, herein round to be misbranded, received
by them rrom their vendor, does not comply with the exculpatory
provisions or section 9 or the ,Y 001 Products Labeling Act or 1939.

2. The acts, practices and methods or respondents, as herein round
were in violation or sections 3 and 4 or the ,Y 001 Products Labeling Act
or 1939 and or Rule 3 of the Rules and Regulations promulgated there-
under and constitute unrair and deceptiye acts and practices in com-
merce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.

3. The acts , practices and methods or respondents , herein round to
be yiolations or hl\v , took place during the time when respondent
,Val tel' Bernstein was a stockholder, Secretary-Treasurer and active
in the management or the corporate respondent and berore he severed
all his connections therewith , hence he is legnl1y responsible thereror.

ORDER

tis o1ylel' That respondents Berzee Sportswear , Inc. , a corpora-
tion , its officers, andRarry Zimmerman and vVnlter Bernstein, indi-
vidually and as officers or said corporation , their respective represent-
atives , agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or
other device, in connection with the introduction or manuracture ror
introduction into commerce, or the offering ror sale, sale, transporta-
tion , or distribution in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the arore-
said Acts , of wool sportswear or other wool products, as such products
are defined in and subject to the 

,'Tool Products Labeling Act or 1939

which products contain, purport to contain , or in any way are repre-
sented as containing, "wool

" "

reprocessed wool " or "reused wool
as those terms are defined in sRid ,V 001 Products Labeling Act, do
forthwith cease Rnd desist rrom misbranding such sportswear or other
wool prod nets:
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1. By falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling or other-
wise identifying such products;

2. By failing to securely affix to or place on such products a stamp,
tag, label, or other means of identification, showing in a clear and
conspICUOUS manner:

(a) The percentage of the total fiber weight of such wool products
exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding five percentum of said total
fiber weight of (1) wool , (:2) reprocessed wool, (3) reused wool, (4)
each fiber other than wool where said percentage by weight of such
fiber is five per centum or more , and (5) the aggregate of all other
:6. bel's;

(b) The maximum percentage of the total weight of the wool prod-
uct, of any non-fibrous loading, filling, or adulterating matter;

(c) The name or the registered identification number of the manu-
facturer of such wool product or of one or more persons engaged in
introducing such wool product into commerce, or in the offering for
sale, sale, transportation , or distribution thereof in commerce, as "com-
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act and in the
"'\V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1030;

PJ' ov-ided That the foregoing provisions concerning misbranding
shall not be construed to prohibit acts permitted by paragraphs (a)
and (b) of section 3 of the "'\V 001 Products Labeling Act of 1939; and

PJ' vided further That nothing contained in this order shall be con-
strued as limiting any applicable provisions of said Act or the Rules
and Regulations promulgated thereunder.

ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COl\IPLIANCE

1 t is ordered That the respondents herein shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they-have complied with the order to cease and desist (as required by
said declaratory decision and order of June 12 , 1952J.
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IN THE MATTER OF

STANDARD DISTRIBUTORS , INC. ET AL.

COMPLAIN'!" b' INDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 2G, 1914

Docket 5580. Complaint , Aug. 30 , 19-18-Decision., June , 1952

As respects the offer and sale by a seller of its product through salesmen who
made oral representations in conflict with those in the contract to purchasers
who frequently did not read it and whose intelligent reading thereof, at
least on occasion , was hindered by the salesmen: the Commission is 
the opinion that if misrepresentations are made by a seller , he must himself
remove their effect , and he may not assume to place upon the buyer the
obligation of discovering them, even though he furnished the buyer with
something from which such misrepresentations could be discovered.

Those who sell in interstate commerce by oral persuasion of their agents have
an unavoidable obligation to see that such agents do not deceive the public,
and an employer s unsuccessful attempt to meet the obligation does not ab-
solve him from violation of the statutory prohibition against the use of unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, or immunize him against
corrective action by the Commission , his amenability thereto being deter-
rninecl bJ7 what the agents actually do and not necessarily by what he wants
them to do.

Where a corporation and its president, engaged in the interstate sale and dis-
tribution of the "New Standard Encyclopedia" and the "Quarterly Loose
Leaf Extension Service Supplement" ; by means of its book agents, in a
substantial number of instances-

(a) Represented falsely that said New Standard Encyclopedia was an entirely
new encyclopedia not yet on the marl\:et ; when in fact it had been republished
yearly and sold for several decades;

(b) Represented falsely that the person approached had been selected to receive
a ten volume set of the encyclopedia free , or at a nominal price, before it
,vas offered to the public, on the sole condition that within a specified time

after receiving the set, he would furnish the corporation with a letter of
recommendation or his opinion thereof; and

(c) Represented falsely that in order to receive the encyclopedia free, the pros-
pect would have to purchase the supplement for ten years at a price varying

with the binding, . and that he was buying and payil1g only for the
supplement;

The facts being that prospects received nothing free but paid for everything se-

cured, including the encyclopedia and all .the books emlluerated in the pur-
chase contract; and while saiel oral representations were in conflict with the
terms of the contract, said purchasers frequently did not read the contract
and intellig-ent reading thereof was, on occasion , hindered by the saleman ;

(d) Represented that the encyclopedia was composed of l!aper , printed illustra-

tions and binding the same as or equal to that of the prospectus exhibited:
when in a number of instances, purchasers receiverl encyclopedias , the paper

printing and bindings of which were inferior to those in the prospectus; and
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(e) Represented that the regular price of the encyclopedia and supplement for
ten years, when offered for sale to the public, would be $100 or some other
price far above that at which it was offered to the prospect; the facts being
the price for the combination offer varied from $39. 50 to $79. 50, and at 
time rea ched or exceeded $100.

'Vith capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive members of the public into
the erroneous belief that said representations ,vere true , and into the purchase
of a substantial number of said books by reason thereof:

Held, That such acts and practices , under the circumstances set forth , were all to
the prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce.

As respects respondents ' efforts to prevent their salemen from making the mis-
representations 'Yhich they were found to have made in the instant matter,
including investigation of each saleman when employed , training and in-
structions by respondents ' sales supenisors, the signing by the salesman 

a pledge that he would not, under penalty of discharge , make such misrepre-
sentations as are herein involwd, the sending out of printed instruction 

its salesmen each ~' ear to the same effect, and other steps: while there wa::;;

nothing: ill the record to indicate that respondents ' efforts were not earnest
and honest, it did appeal' that the public had not been fully protected , and
consequently that respondents' obligation to see that their agents did not

deceiye the public, had not been met.
As respects certain other i:SS11E'S ",hieh collcf'l'1wd rel1l'eSentations relative 

the conducting of an education SUl'Yey, the sale of an educational plan , the
acceptance" or "selection of prospective purchasers upon a basis of promi-

nence or influence , the up- to-dateness of the New Standard Encyclopedia , its
equality and comparability to the best reference works and its endorsement
or approval by a Board of Education , the book agents not being salesmen

the offer being open only for a limited time and to a limited number of people
in the particular community, and also the alleged failure to reveal certain

delivery charges in addition to the contract price:
The Commission considered said issues and eoneludec1 that the allegations con-

cerning them had not been approved.

Before 1111'. _ FJ' amk J-1 ie1\ hearing examiner.

1.l11'. olin .L~f. Ru.S8Pl1 and 111-7'. 1fT iZliam L. Pencke for the Commission.
lIfr. Henry Wa1'cl BeeT, of New York City, and Ande1'son Roche

of Chjeago, 111. , for respondents.

COl\IPLAINT

Pursuant to the provjsions of the. Federal Trade Commission Act
and by yirtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission haying reason to believe that Standard Distribu-
tors~ I11e. ~ a corporation , LeRoy S. Bimstein , David Tuttle, and A. J.
Noreus, individually and as officers of Standard Distributors, Inc.
a corporation hereinafter referred to as respondents , have yiolate,
the. provisions of said Ad , and it appearing to the Commission that
a proceeding b~r it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
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hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Standard Distributors, Inc. , is a corpora-
tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue 

the la \vs or the State or Illinois and respondents LeRoy S. Bimstein
David Tuttle and A. J. N oreus, individuals, are President, Vice
President, and Secretary and Treasurer respectively thereo!. The
individual respondents have domb1ant control or the advertising
policies and business activities or said corporate respondent and all or
said respondents haTe cooperated with each other and have acted 
concert in doing the acts and things hereinarter alleged. Respond.
ents ' principal office and place or business is at 188 'Vest Randolph
Street, Chicago , Illinois.

P.;\R. 2. RespoJldent~ arc Jlo\Y and have been for more than seven
years last past engaged ill the sale and distribution in a combination
offer of 10 volume set:; of the New Standard Encyclopedia, the

Qwnterly Loose Leaf Extension Service supplements thereto pub-
lisher1 under the name of ,YorIel Progress and also or Webster s Un-
abridged Dictionary, Young Folks Library, History of the 1Vorld
and other books. Respondents cause said Encyclopedia , Supplements
and other books , when ::sold , to be shipped from the place where the
former are printed , in Colul11bia 1\1issouri , or respondent' s aforesaid
place or business, to the purchasers thereor at their respective resi-
dences located in States other than those rrom which such shipments
are made and in the District O! Columbia.

There is now and has been at all times mentioned herein a constant
course or trade in said books sold by respondents between and among
the yarious States or the United States and in the District of Columbia.
Respondents ' volume of business in said books in commerce is and
has been substantial.

PAn. 0. In the course. and conduct of respondents ' business in con-
nection with the. sale and distribution of the said Encyclopedia

supplement and other books, and as an inducement for the purchase
thereor by members of the public , the respondents, ever since about
1940 have been using n. plan or scheme for selling: SaJ1le substantially'
as rollows:

Respondents' agents contact business men or heads of families , stnt-
ing and representing that, preliminary to instituting a campaign fo)'
the sale or the New St::mclal'd Encye1opedia , an entirely new allel up-
to-date. Encyclopedia not yet on the market, they are conducting an
educational research or surveyor that they are promoting: an educa-
tional plan , under the. direction or with the approval of some Board
of Education and that the New ~tandfll'd Encyclopedia and quarterly
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Loose Leaf Extension Service Supplement thereto ha\"e been endorsed
or approved thereby; that they are contacting prominent and influ-
ential persons in their city or community from \,hom the Standard
Distributors, Inc. , or the Standard Education Society will "selecC
or "accept/' a certain number to be given ten volume sets of the new
encyclopedia free or at a nominal price beforE' it is offered for sale
to the public; that this is being done solely to promote the sale of the
encyclopedia without ineurring the expense of a national adYerti~ing

campmgn.
These agents of the respondents secure in forma tion from the. per-

sons contacted with reference to the number of (~hildren in the falnily
in school and as to ,,-hether there is an encyclopedia Ol' other reference
book in the home, for the purpose. of Dnding out if they are likely
prospects for the purchase of respondenfs Encyclopedia and Exten-
sion Service Supplement. This information is recorded on cards on
which the agent usually gets the prospect's signature by stating, that
the card will be turned in to his company and if prospect signs it
he may be one of those "selected" or "accepted" to receive a set of the
Encyclopedia free.

About tell days thereafter another of the respondents ' agents cans
on the prospect, exhibits the carel prospect has signed and informs
him that he has been "selected" 01' " accepte(1" as one or the fe'y out-
standing persons in his city or community to whom the agent's com-
pany has decided to give a set of the N e,," Sta ndard Encye1opec1 i a free:
that the only condition is that the prospect win within sixty cbys 01'

some other specified time after he receives the set , furnish corporate
respondent with a letter of rec.ommendntion 01' the prospecfs opinion
thereof. It is ful'the.r explained that the agent is not a salesman but
that to comply with legal requirements or governmental regulations
in order to make the gift bindiJlr~: the company ",yill lulve to charge
prospect $1.00 for the Encyclopedia. If the prospect agrees the agent
then states that because the Encyclopedia "",ill be an exhibit set, sub-
ject to inspection by the prospect's friends and neighbors, the com-
pany wants it kept up- to-date; the agent then informs the prospect
that in order for him to secure the. set of New Standard Eneyclopedia
free, it w"ill be necessary. for him to purchase , the Quarterly Loose
Leaf Extension Service Snpplement thereto at only $:3.05 to $8.
per year , depending on the type of binding, to keep it up-to-date for
ten years.

The agent usually has with him ",'hat purports to be sample pa~:es
of the Encyclopedia and Supplement, including illustrations and
pictures with superior printing on excellent pape. , which he exhibits
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to the prospect. He also usually has and similarly exhibits to prospect
a folder showing the size of the books and the different types of bind-
ings supposed to be available. The agent represents that they will be
delivered to the prospect composed of paper, pictures, printing and
binding the same as 01' equal to saiel sample pages and rolder. That
the New Standard Encyclopedia and quarterly Loose Leaf Extension
Service Supplement comprise an up- tn-date set of reference books
equal to and in every way comparable to the best reference books
available. That the. said offer is open for only a limited time and to
only a certain few selected persons in any given community. That
the purchaser is only buying or paying for the Loose Leaf Extension
Service Supplement. That no further clu~rge beyond said $39.50 to
$89. 50 \"ill be made to prospect for said Encyclopedia , Loose Leaf
Extension Service Supplement and other book or books or for the
mailing or delivery thereof , to the purchaser , by failing to state other-
wise. That the regular price of the New Stamlanl Encyclopedia and
Supplement thereto for ten years, \vhen they are ofl'ered for sale to
the public, will be $100.00 or some other price far above the price 
which they are being offered to the prospect.
In closing the contracL the agent usually offers to make another

alleged "gift" of one. 01' 111ore extra books if the prospect will agree
to pay, 'within a fe\\" months said $30. 50 01' other specified amount.
If prospect does not so agree , thereafter corporate respondent offers
other so-calle(l "gifts" to the Sll bscriber if he or she will pay the
amount designated in the contract at some early date before it is due
pursuant thereto.

\H. 4. The statements and representations used and disseminated
by the respondents in the manner above described are false , deceptive
and misleading. In truth and in fact the New Standard Encyclopedia.
is not a ne\y or up- to-date encyclopedia , but has been previously pub-
lished and sold to the public for a nnrnber of years. Respondents or
their agents are not conducting any educational research or survey,
or promoting any educational plan. They are not acting under the
direction or with the approval of any Board of Education , and neither
the New Standard Encyclopedia nor said Quarterly Loose Leaf Ex-
tension SelTice Supplement has been endorsed or approved thereby.
Theil' said agents are salesmen and they do not give 01' sell a set of
the New Standard Encyclopedia free 01' at a nominal or reduced price
or for any letter of re.commenda tion or prospect' s opinion thereof, but
sell it to prosI)ect at the regular price they charge therefor , to anyone
they can induce to buy same. The price. of the encyclopedia and 
the other books and gifts alleged to he offered to prospect free are

213840-54-
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included in the purported charge for the Loose Leaf Extension Serv-
ice Supplement for ten years, or in said charge therefor, plus the
alleged charge of $1.00 for the Encyclopedia. There is no legal re-
quirement making it nec.essary for corporate respondent to charge
anything or impose any condition in order for it to o'ive the New
Standard Eneyc.lopedia or any book or books to prospect or anyone.
The paper , printing and bindings of which said X ew Standard Ency-
c.lopedia is composed are not the same as or equal, but inferior in
quality, to the paper , printing and bindings in the samples or speci-
mens, shown to prospect. The pictures therein, if any, are not the
same as or equal to or as many as those in said samples or specimens.
The New Standard Enc.yelopedia does not comprise a set of reference
books equal or comparable, to the best reference books available , but
is fin inferior reference \York. The saiel offer is not open for only
a limited time or to only a. certain number of persons in any given
conllllunity but to any persons , any,,-here ",ham they can induce to
accept same and pay said regular prices therefor. The purchaser
is not only buying 01' paying for the Loose Leaf Extension Service
Supplement, but for the encyclopedia snpplernent and other book or
books in said combination offer at the regular price respondents

charge therefor. The $39. 50 to $80.50 is not the only charge respond-
ents make for said combination offer , but there is an extra charge 

$1.00 per year for ten years for mailing said Quarterly Loose Leaf
Extension Servic.e Supplement to the purchasers or for some other
alleged reason , which charge, they fail to disclose to prospec.t until
after he or she has signed the contract.

PAR. 5. Respondents also make said false and misleading repre-
sentations or some of them in service guarantee certificates circulars
brochures, contract forms, form letters and testimonials usually con-
tained in the sales kits of their said agents.

PAR. 6. The use by the respondents of the foregoing fa.lse, de-

ceptive and misleading statements and representations disseminated
as aforesaid has had , and now has , the capacity and tendenc.y to , and
does, mislead and dec.eive a substal)tial portion of the purc.hasing

public. into the erroneous and mistaken belief that all such state-
ments and representations are true and induc.es a substantial portion
of the purchasing public. to purc.hase said New Standard Encyclopedia
and supplements because of such erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 7. The aforesaid aets and practic.es of the respondents as

herein- alleged are all to the prejudice and injury of the public. and
constitute unfair and deceptive ac.ts a.nd prac.tic.es in commerce, within
the intent andll1eaning of the Federal Trade Commisf:;ion Act.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS , AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Coll1mis~ion , on August 30 , 1948 , issued and there-
RfteI' caused to be served upon the respondents named in the caption
hereof, other than David Tuttle, its complaint in this proceeding,
charging said respondents with the use of unfair and deceptive acts
and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said Act.
After the issuance of said complaint anc1 the filing by respondents
other than David Tuttle, of their answer thereto, testimony and
other evidence in support of and in opposition to the complaint were
intl'ocluC'ed before a hem'ing examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were
(luly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission. Thereafter
the proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before the Commis-
sion upon said complaint , the respondents ' ans,yer thereto , the testi-
mony and other evidence, the hearing examiner s recommended decision
and certain exceptions thereto , the respondents ' exceptions to certain
rulings of the hearing examiner, briefs in support of and in opposition
to the complaint and oral arguments of counsel; and the Commission
haying issued its orders disposing of. the exceptions to the rec.om-
mended decision and to the rulings of the hearing examiner and being
now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public. and makes this its findings as to the facts and its
conclusion drawn therefrom.

FINDINGS ..:\.8 TO THE FACTS

\RAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Standard Distributors, Inc. , is a corpo-
ra tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal office and place of
business at 188 ,Vest Handolph Street, Chicago , IlJinois. This re-
spondent is sometimes hereinafter referred to as "corporate
respondent. 

PAn. 2. Respondent, LeRoy S. Bimsteill , is president of respondent
Standard Distributors, Inc. , and as such has dire~ted its advertising
poJi eies and business acti vi ties. Respondent, A. J. N oreus, is secre-
tary and treasurer of respondent Standard Distributors , Inc.. , but there
is .110 substantial evidence that this individual took an active or con-
trolling part in the acts or practices herein found.

\R. 3. Respondent, David Tnttle , formerly was vice-president of
the corporate respollc1ent , but has not been an officer of respondent cor-
poration for more than three years last past. Service upon hin1 as
provided by law of ilOtice of these proceedings and a copy of the
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complaint herein was never accomplished. There is no evidence in
the record showing that this respondent had any connection with or
responsibility for any of the acts or practices attacked or involved
in this proceeding.

PAR. 4. Hespondent, Standard Distributors , Inc. , through its officers
agents and employees, for more than seven years last past has been
engaged in the sale and distribution of books , including ten volume
sets of the New Standard Encyclopedia (hereinafter referred to as
the encyclopedia), the Quarterly Loose Leaf Extension Service Sup-
plement (hereinafter referred to as the supplement) under the name.
of "\~Torld Progress, Young Folks Library and "\Vebster s Unabridged
Dictionary. Said books , when sold , are shipped from the place --of

publication or printing, which is Columbia, 1vIissouri , in the case of the'
encyclopedia and supplement, or from respondent corporation s place
of business in Chicago , Illinois, to purchasers thereof at their respec-
tive residences, located in States other than the States from which
such shipments are made and in the District of Columbia. For a
number of years there has been a constant course of trade and com-
merce in said books sold by Standard Distributors , Inc. , between and
among the various States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia in substantial volume.

PAR. 5. New Standard Encyclopedia and its supplement are com-
plied , edited and published by Standard Education Society, of 130
North "\Vells Street, Chicago, Illinois. The encyclopedia is repub-
lished each year. The supplement is published quarterly each year.
Standard Education Society sells the encyclopedia to fifteen distrib-
utors throughout the United States, of which respondent Standard
Distributors , Inc. is one, for consumer resale. The former contracts
with corporate respondent to supply the supplement for ten years to
each purchaser to whom Standard Distributors, Inc. , sells a set of
the encyclopedia. Standard Education Society does not own any part
of respondent Standard Distributors, Inc., or any of its other

distributors.
PAR. 6. For the purpose of inducing sales , corporate respondent'

book agents, over a substantial period of time , over a representative
area , and in a substantial number of instances , have represented that:

a. The New Standard Encyclopedia is an entirely new encyclopedia
not yet on the market, a brand new piece of merchandise, a new
project, not presented to the public before.

b. TIle person approached has been selected to receive a ten volume
set of the encyclopedia free, or at a nominal price, before it is offered
for sale to the. public on the sole condition that within a specified time
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nfter receiving the set, he will furnish corporate respondent with a
letter of recOlnmendation or the prospect's opinion thereof.

c. In order to receive the encyclopedia free, the prospect will have to
purchase the supplement thereto for ten years at a price varying with
the binding, and that the purchaser is buying and paying only for the
supplement.

d. The encyclopedia is composed of paper, printing, ilJustrations'
and binding the same as or equal to that of the illustrative prospectus
exhibite.c1 to the prospect.

e. The regular price of the New Standard Encyclopedia and supple-
ment IOl' ten years , when offered for sale to the public, will be $100 or
some other price far above that at which it is offered to the prospect.
PAR. 7. The said representations were either false or misleading

and deceptive, or both, wholly or in part. In truth and in fact:
a. The New Standard Eneyclopedia has been republished yearly

and sold for several decades , and the" encyclopedia coneerning which
the representations referred to herein were made was not a new ency-
clopedia.

b. Corporate respondent does not give free, or at a nominal price
the eneyclopedia or allY other book on the sole condition that the pros-
pect will furnish it a letter of recommendation or of opinion thereof.
No prospect or purehaser reeeives anything free from the corporate
respondent-if he buys anything, he pays for everything he gets.

c. No purchaser from corporate respondent secures the encyclo-
pedia free by buying the supplement, or otherwise, but each purchaser
buys and pays for all of the books enumerated in the purchase con-
tract, including the encyclopedia.

(1. In a number of instances, purchasers reeeived encyclopedias , the
paper, printing and bindings of which were inferior to those shown
in the illustrative prospectus which was exhibited to them.

e. Corporate respondent's priee for its combination offer of books
has varied from 1942 to 1946 from $39. 50 to $79.50. At no time has it
reaehed or exceeded $100.00. During those years it has been offered to
the public at the current prices as indicated above. 

PAR. 8. Respondent corporation s contract which each purchaser
must sign reads on the front as follows:

STANDARD DISTRIBUTORS, IKC.
lSS West Randolph Street

Chicago 1, Ill.
Distributors of

NEW STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA
And

Quarterly Loose-Leaf Extension Service
-------------------- 19___-
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Please enter m~' order for the following, and ship charges collect:
(1) The NEW STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA, Pictorial Edition,

in ten volumeR , medallion artcraft binding_____-----------
(2) The QUARTERLY LOOSE LEAF EXTENSION SERVICE

fully indexed and illustrated , for a period of 10 years,
including annual loose leaf binders to matclL_

-____------

(3) -------------- ----- -- 

---------- --- -- - - ---- - --- - --- - - ----- __--__

59.

'1' 0 be deliyered upon receipt of final payment. 
For this entire combination , I promise to pay as follows: $-~------ herewith,
$--------, plus postage, on delivery of the Encyclopedia , and $-------- each
month thereafter until the total amount of $59.50 is paid. No further charge
will be made except $1.00 each year for delivery of the Quarterly Extension
Service and Binder.
* It is miderstood that nothing in this offer is free and that the price of the
Enc;yclopedia is included in the above total. The agreement is unconditional
not subject to cancellation , and will not be affected b~7 any agreement not
endorsed hereon.

READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING. KEEP A COpy

N arne 

------- ------- ---- ------- ----------- ------- -- -------------- - - - - - - - ---

Residen t Address 

---- - - -------------------------- --- --------- ----- -- -- - - --------------- ----- -- - -- - -- --- - ----------- -- - ------ -- --------- - - --- - - - - - - - -

Business Posi tion_- 

--- - - - --- -- ---------- ------- ------------------- -- --- - --

Naule of Firm______--

--- ---------------------- --------------- ----- - --- -----

Business Address ----------------------------- ------

-------- -- --- - - - -----

And on the back as follows:
This memorandum must be filled out and signed by representatiye

Subscriber s N H me 

- - - -- ------ ----------- -- - --- --- -----~--- ---- - - - - -- - - - ---

(Print name and prefix ~Ir., Mrs., Miss or correct title)
Ship books to: ---

--- --------------------- ------------------------------------ -- - --- -- -- -- - - - - - - --- ---- ------- -- - - ------ - -- -- ----- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - ---

Send ~lail to: Business Address Residence Ac1dre~s 

Special Remarks:
Credit Ref. 
~ ame ------

----------- ----------- ------ ----- --------------- --- - - - - - - - - - ---

Address -------------- - 

- - ------------------ -- --- -- - --- --- ----- - - -- - - ----

Personal Ref.
Name 

-------------- ---------------------- ------------- --------- - - - ---- ----

Address ------- 

----- --- -------- -- --- --- -- ----- - - - - - - - ~ -- -- -- - -- - -- - - - - - ----

I hereby certify, that this contract and the information appended contains all
of the arrangements made with the subscriber. Nothing has been done or said
that violates any Goyernmental Regulation or any of your instructions to me.
The suhscriber understands that nothing in this offer is free and that the price of
the Encyclopedia is included. No attempt has been made to allocate how much is
for the Encyclopedia alone or any other one item , the yarious itell1~ being all
grouped -together at the total combination price. I believe this subscriber
qualifications to be acceptable in accordance with your standards , but no claim
has been made regarding the number of sets expected to be placed in fillY giyen

*This sentence is in heavy t~' pe.
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area, and nothing has been misrepresented in any way. I have left the sub-
scriber an exact duplicate of this agreement , anc1 the signature is genuine.
Check 0
Currency for the first payment of $-------- is hereby acknowledged.

---------- ---- --- - - -----

Representative.
Standard Distributors, Inc. guarantees its publica-
tion to be equal in eYery respect to samples shown;
hence no representative is authorized to take orders
subject to approval.

The purchaser signs the front; the salesman , the back.
PAR. 9. In connection with the representations set forth in Para-

graph Six b. and c. , the effect of the corporate respondent' s form of
contract is to be considered. It is apparent that one who reads the
contract would either be aware that all the books were to be paid for
in cash or be confused by the conflict between the terms of the contract
and the oral representations that the ten volume set was free or was
given in return for a letter of recommendation or opinion. Thus , it
is unlikely that any individual who actually read the contract executed
it affirmatively believing that the oral representations were true. . The
evidence is , however, and the Commission finds, that purchasers fre-
quently did not read the contract and that at least on occasion an
intelligent reading of it was hindered by the respondents ' salesman.
In that situation the likely effect of the oral misrepresentations is
obvious. The Commission is of the opinion that if misrepresentations
are made by a seller , he must himself remove their effect, and he n1ay
not assume to place upon the buyer the obligation of discovering them
even though he furnishes the buyer with something from which they
could be discovered.

PAR. 10. Each salesman , when employed, is investigated by corpo-
rate respondent, is trained by respondents ' sales supervisors by in-
struction and demonstration and by being taken by the supervisor
into prospects ' homes where the supervisor attempts to sell the books.
Each salesman is required to sign a pledge that he will not, under
penalty of discharge for violation , represent:

a. That the encyclopedia or other books are free.
b. That the customer is paying only for the revision (supplement)

or other services.
c. That the offer is open only to a certain specified number of people

in any given area or community.
d. That only a certain few are chosen or selected to receive the offer.
e. That the regular or usual price of the books or combination of

books and services is greater than the prices at which they are being
sold when such is not the fact.
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f. That the encyclopedia or other publication is an entirely new
work.
In addition , corporate respondent seyeral times each year sends out
printed instructions to its salesmen to the same effect. Each salesman
in addition , is instructed to hand to a prospect a copy of corporate
respondent' s contract, to read it over to the prospect or have him read
it over , and to answer any questions \\ith reference thereto before it is
signed by the prospective purchaser. In addition to a fixed commis-
sion salesmen receive $4.00 as a bonus for each sale of the encyclopedia
and supplement seryice fully paid for, but are penalized that bonus
and the bonus on two other paid-up sales for each sale which is can-
cel1ed. On the average, one sale is made out of every three attempts.
PAR. 11. There is nothing in the record to indicate that respond-

ents ' efforts to prevent their salesmen from making the misrepresenta-
tions which they are found to have made were not earnest and honest.
The record does show , however, that the public has not been fully
protected. Those who sell in interstate commerce by oral persuasion
of their agents have the obligation to see that such agents do not
deceiye the public. This obligation is one which cannot be avoided
01' evaded , and an unsuccessful attempt to meet it by the employer does
not absolve him from violation of the statutory prohibition against
the use of unfair and deceptive practices in commerce or immunize
him against corrective action by the Commission. l-lis amenability
to action by the Commission is determined by what the agents actually
do and not necessarily by what he wants them to do.
PAR. 12. The foregoing statements and representations used by

respondents, other than N oreus and Tuttle, in connection with the
offering for sale, sale and distribution of their books , have had the
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive members of the public
jnto the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and repre-
sentationswere true , and into the purchase of a substantial number of
said books by reason of such erroneous and mistaken belief.

CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents , other than N oreus and Tuttle
as hereinabove found, were all to the prejudice and injury of the
public, and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce within the intent and meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

The- Commission has considered the other issues presented by the
pleadings, and the evidence and record with respect thereto , and has
concluded that the al1egations concerning these issues have not been
proved.
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These issues concerned representations relative to: the conducting
of an educational survey; the sale of an educational plan; the "accept-
ance" or "selection" of prospective purchasers upon a basis of promi-
nenceor influence; the up- to-dateness of the New Standard Encyclo-
pecha , its equality and comparability to the best reference works and
its endorsement or approval by a Board of Eclucation; the book agents
not being salesmen; the offer being open only for a limited time and
to a limited number of people in the particular community, and also
concerned the alleged failure to reveal certain delivery charges in
addition to the contract price.

ORDER 'TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been hearcl by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the re-
spondents (other than David Tuttle), testimony and other evidence
in support of and in opposition to the complaint introduced before
a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore duly designated by

, the hearing examiner s recommended decision and certain excep-
tions thereto , respondents ' exceptions to certain rulings of the hearing
examiner , and briefs and oral arguments of counsel , and the Commis-
sion having tissued its orders disposing of the exceptions to the
recommended decision and to the rulings of the hearing examiner and
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that Stand-
anI Distributors, Inc., a corporation , and LeRoy S. Bimstein, in-

dividually and as an officer of said corporation , have violated the
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act:

It is o1'dered That the respondent, Standard Distributors , Inc. , a
corporation, and its officers, and the respondent, LeRoy S. Bimstein
individually and as an officer of said corporation, and said respond-
ents ' agents , representatives, and employees , directly or through an~y

corporate or other deyice, in connection with the offering for sale
sale or distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Fed-
eral Trade Commission Act, of the New Standard Encyclopedia and
its supplement, ,Vorld Progress , edited and publisl1ecl by Standard
Education Society, or of any other book or books , do forthwith cease
and desist from:

(1) Representing, directly or by implication:
(a) That the New Standard Encyclopedia is a new encyclopedia;
(b) 'rhat one may obtain a set of the New Standard Encyclopedia

or a reduction in the price thereof merely by writing a letter of rec-
ommendation therefor or an opinion thereon; or that any of the
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books sold by the respondents may be obtained by any means other
than by payment of the full purchase price;

( c) That purchasers of a combination of books pay only for a part
thereof;

(d) That the price at which any book or combination of books is
offered is less than the price at which it 'will be offereellater, contraryto the fact; 

(e) That the quality of the binding, printing, paper or illustrations
of ~tny book, as delivered , will be equal in such respects to samples
thereof exhibiteel to prospectiye purchasers, contrary to the fact;

(2) Exl1ibiting to prospective purchasers samples of the binding,
printing, paper or illustrations of such encyclopedia, supplement or
any other book, which are superior in quality to the binding, printing,
paper or illustrations of sueh books as delivereel to purchasers thereof.

It is lzl/rther ordered That the complaint herein be, and it hereby
, dismissed as to the respondents, David Tuttle and A. J. Noreus.
It is lwI'the1' o1Yle1'ed That the respondents , Standard Distributors

Inc. , and LeRoy S. Bimstein, shall , within sixty (60) days after
service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report 
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they
1mve complied with this order.

~\i.
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IN THE MATTER OF

NOEL' S GAY GAMES, INC. ET AL.

COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Do./Cket 5554. Complaint , JlJay 1, 19h8-Decisfon , June 17. 1952

'Vhere a corporation and its president- treasurer, engaged in the manufacture and
interstate sale of various kinds of push cards and punchboards , which, bear-
ing explanatory legends or space therefor, were designed for and used only
in the sale of merchandise to the consuming public through means of games
of ('hance, nnder plans whereby purchasers who, by chance, selected certain
specified numbers , received articles of merchandise without additional cost
at prices which were much less than the normal retail price thereof, others
receiving nothing for their money other than the privilege of a push or
punch-

Sold and distributed sucl1 devices to manufacturers of and dealers in merchan-
dise, including candy, cigarettes , clocks, razors , cosmetics, clothing and other
articles, assortments of which , along with said device, made up by dealers,
were exposed and sold by the direct or indirect retailer purchasers to the pur-
chasing public in accordance with aforesaicl sales plans , involving a game of
chance or the sale of a chance to procure articles at much less than their
normal retail prices; and,

Thereby supplied to and placed in the hands of others the means of conducting
lotteries, games of chance, or gift enterprises in the sale and distribution of
their merchandise, contrary to an established public polic~' of the United
States Government, in tlle violation of which they assisted and participated;

With the result that many members of the purchasing public were induced, be-
cause of tlle element of cllance involved, to trade or deal with retailers who
thus sold or distributed their merchandise; many retailers were induced to
deal or trade with manufaCturers, wholesalers and jobbers who sold and
distributed such assortments; and gambling among members of the public
was taught and encouraged, to the injury thereof:

Held, That such acts and practices , under the circumstances set forth , were all
to the prejudice and injury of the public, and constituted unfair acts and
practices.

Before Mr. F1'ank Hier hearing examiner.

1111.. J. TV. B1'ookfieZd, J1' for the Commission.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Noel's Gay Games
Inc. , a corporation, and Guy E. Noel, an individual and officer of
Noel's Gay Games , Inc. , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have
violated the provisions of said Act, and it appea.ring to the Comnlis-
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sion that a proceeding by it in regard thereto would be in the public
interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

P .ARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Noel's Gay Games , Inc.. , is a corporation
organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Ohio , with its office and principal place of business located at
422 East I-Ioward Street, l\funcie, Indiana. -Respondept Guy E. Noel
is President and Treasurer of respondent corporation, Noel's Gay
Games , Inc. , and said c.orporation is owned , dominated , controlled and
directed by said individual respondent Guy E. NoeL Both of saiel
respondents have cooperated and acted together in the pe-rfol'mance
of the acts and practices hereinafter alleged.

. Respondents are now and for more than three years last past have
been engaged in the manufacture ' of devices commonly known as push
c.ards and punch boards , and in the sale and distribution of said devices
to manufacturers of and dealers in various articles of merchandise in
commerce between and a,mong the various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia , and to dealers in various articles of
merchandise located in the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia.

Respondents c.ause and have caused sa-id devices when sold , to be
. transported from their place of business in the State of Indiana to

purchasers thereof at their points of location in the various States
of the United States other than Indiana , and in the District of Colum-
bia. There is now and has been for more tha-n three years last past
a c.ourse of trade in such devices by said respondents in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia. 

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their said business as described
in Paragraph One hereof , respondents sell and distribute, and have
sold and distributed , to said manufacturers of and dealers in mer-
chandise, push c.ards and punch boards so prepared and arranged as to
involve games of chance , gift enterprises or lottery schemes when used
in making sales of merchandise to the consuming public. Respond-
ents sell and distribute, and have sold and distributed many kinds of
push cards and punc.h boards , but all of said devices involve the same
chance or lottery features when used in connection with the sale or
distribution of merchandise and vary only in detail. 

1tlany of said push cards and punch boards have printed on the faces
thereof -certain legends or instruc.tions that explain the manner in
which said devices are to be used or may be used in the sale or dis-
tribution of various specified articles of merchandise. The prices of
the sales on said push c.ards and punch boards va-ry in accordance with
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the individual devic.e. Each purchaser is entitled to one punch or
push from the push card or punch board , and "when a push or punch
is made a disc or printed slip is separated from the push card or
punch board and a nunlber is disclosed. The numbers are effectively
concealed from the purchasers and prospective purchasers until a
selection has been made and the push or punch completed. Certain
specified nu111bers entitle purchasers to designated articles of mer-
chandise. Persons securing lueky or winning numbers reeeive articles
of merchandise without additional eost at priees which are nluch less
than the normal retail priee of said articles of merchandise. Persons
who do not secure such lueky or winning numbers reeeive nothing
for their money other than the privilege of making a push or punch
from said card or board. The articles of merchandise are thus dis-
tributed to the eonsnming or purchasing publie wholly by lot or
chance.

Others of said push card and punch board devices have no instrue-
tions or legends thereon but have blank spaces provided therefor.
On those push eards and punch boards the purchasers thereof place
instructions or legends w'hich have the same import and meaning as
the instructions or legends placed by the respondents on said push card
and punch boarel devices first hereinabove described. The only use to
be made of said push card and punch board devices, and the only
manner in which they are used , by the ultimate purchasers thereof
is in eombination with other merchandise so as to enable said ultimate
purchasers to sell or distribute said other merehandise by means of
lot or ehance as hereinabove alleged.

PAR. 3. Many persons, firms and corporations who sell and dis-
tribute , and have sold and distributed , candy, cigarettes , docks , razors
cosmetics, dothing, and other articles of merchandise in COmlllerCe
between and among- the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia, purchase and have purchased respondents

sa-id push card and punch board devices, and pack and assemble, and
have packed and assembled , assortments comprised of various articles
of merchandise together with said push cards and puneh board
devices. Retail dealers "who have purchased said assortments either
directly or indirectly have exposed the same to the purchasing publie
and have sold or distributed said artieles of merchandise by means of
said push cards and puneh boards in aecordance with the sales plan as
desc.ribed in Paragraph Two hereof. Be.eause of the ele.1llent of
chance involved in conneetion with the sale and distribution of said

me.rc.handise by means of said push cards and punch boards , many
members of the purchasing public have been induced to trade or deal
with retail dealers selling or distributing said merehanchse by means
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thereof. As a result thereof many retail dealers have been induced
to deal with or trade with manufacturers , wholesale dealers and jobbers
who sell and distribute said merchandise together with said devices.

PAll. 4. The sale of merchandise to the purchasing public through
the use of, or by means of , such devices in the manner above alleged
involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to procure articles
of merchandise at prices much less than the normal retail price thereor
and teaches and encourages gambling among members of the public
all to the injury of the public. The use of said sales plan or methods
in the sale of merehandise and the sale of merchandise by and through
the use thereof, and by the aid of said sales plan or method is a
practice which is contrary to an established public policy of the Gov-
ernment of the United States and in violation of criminal laws , and
constitutes unfair acts and practices in said commerce.

The sale and distribution of said push cards and punch board
devices by respondents as hereinabove alleged supplies to and places
in the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries, games of
chance or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of their mer-

chandise. The respondents thus supply to, and place in the hands of
said persons, firms and corporations the means of, and instrumental-
ities for, engaging unfair acts and practices within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

PAR. 5. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein-
above alleged are all to the prejudice and injury of the public. and
constitute unfair acts and practices in commerce within thf'. il1t..p,nt,

and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

REPORT , FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS , AND OnDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Ti'ade Commission on :May 24 , 1948 , issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent Gay
Games, Inc. , a corporation (erroneously named in the complaint herein
as Noel' s Gay Games , Inc. ) and respondent Guy E. Noel , an indiviclua 1
charging said respondents with the use of unfair acts and practices
in commerce in violation of the provisions of said Ac.t. After the

issuance of said complaint and respondents ' answer thereto , testimony
and other evidence in support of the allegations of the complaint were
introdueeel before a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it. Thereafter , upon permission granted by said
hearing examiner, respondents withdrew their said answer to the com-
plaint and filed a new answer which , subject to the condition that the
Commission take no action herein until its final determination of the
matter of Superior Products Company, Inc. , Docket No. 5561 , ad-
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mitted all of the material allegations of fact in said complaint and
waived all intervening procedure, including the filing of a recom-
mended decision by the hearing examiner, but which expressly re-
served respondents ' right of appeal from any decision of the Com-
mission herein. Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for
final hearing before the Commission upon the aforesaid complaint
and respondents ' answer admitting an of the material allegations of
fact therein (the Commission in the meantime having issued its order
to cease and desist in the matter of Superior Products Company,
Inc. ) ; and the Commission, having duly considered the matter and
being now fully advised in the premises , finds that this proceeding is
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion drawn therefrom.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

P AHAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Gay Games, Inc. (erroneously named
in the complaint as Noel's Gay Games , Inc. ) is a corporation organized
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws .of the State of
Ohio , with its office and principal place of business located at 422 East
Howard Street, :Muneie, Indiana. Respondent Guy E. Noel is presi-
dent and treasurer of respondent corporation , Gay Games, Inc. , and
said corporation is owned , dominated , controlled and directed by said
individual respondent Guy E. Noel. Both of said respondents have
cooperated and acted together in the performance of the acts and
practices hereinafter found.

Respondents for more than six years last past have been engaged
in the manufacture of devices commonly known as push cards and
punchboards , and in the sale and distribution of said devices to manu-
facturers of and dealers in various other articles of merchandise in
commerce between ana among the yarious States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia, and to dealers in various other articles
of merchandise located in the various States of the United States and
in the District of Columbia. 

Respondents cause said devices , when sold , to be transported from
their place of business in the State of Indiana to purchasers thereof at
their points of location in the various States of the United States
other than Indiana, and ill the District of Columbia. There has been
for more than six years last past a course of trade in such devices by
said respondents in commerce between and among the various States
of the United States and in the District of Columbia.

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their said business , as c1esc.ribed

in Paragraph One hereof, respondents sell and distribute to sa-id
mnnllfndurers of and dealers in merclumdise , pllsh cards and punch-
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boards so prepare.d and arranged as to involve games of chance , gift
enterprises or lottery schemes whe.n used in making sales of merchan-
dise to the consuming public. Respondents sell and distribute nlany
kinds of push cards and punchboards, but all of said devices involve
the same chance or lottery features when used in connection with the
sale or distribution of merchandise and vary only in detail.

:Many of said push cards and punchboartls have printed on the faces
thereof certain legends or instructions that explain the manner in
which said devices are to be used or may be used in the sale or dis-
tribution of various specified articles of merchandise. The prices of
the sales on said push cards and punchboards vary in accordance with
the individual device. Each purchaser is entitled to one punch or
push from the push card or punchboard , and 'when a push or punch is
made a disc or printed slip is separated from the push card or punch-
board and a number is disclosed. The numbers are e.ffectively con-
cealed from the purchasers and prospective purchasers until a selection
has been made and the push or punch completed. Certain specified
numbers entitl~ purchasers to designated articles of merchandise.
Persons securing lucky or winning numbers receive articles of mer-
chandise without additional cost at prices which are much less than the
normal retail price of said articles of merchandise. Persons who do
not secure such lucky or winning numbers receive nothing for their
money other than the privilege of making a push or punch from said
card or board. The articles of merchandise are thus distributed to the
consuming or purchasing public wholly by lot or chance.

Others of said push card and punchboard devices have no instruc-
tions or legends thereon but have blank spaces provided therefor. 
those push cards and punchboards the purchasers thereof place in-
structions or legends which have the same import and meaning as the
instructions or legends placed by the respondents on saiel push card
and punchboard devices first hereinabove described. The only use
to be made of said push carel and punchboard devices, and the only
manner in which they are used by the ultimate. purchasers thereof
is in combination with other merchandise so as to enable said ultimate
purchasers to sell or distribute said other merchandise by means of
lot or chance.

PAR. 3. ~1any persons , firms and corporations who sell and distrib-
ute candy, cigarettes, clocks, razors, cosmetics , clothing, and other
articles of merchandise in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia , purchase
respondents ' said push cards and punchboard deviees , and paek and
assemble assortments comprised of various articles of merehandise
together with said push cards and punehboard deyiees. Retail dealers
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who purchase said assortments either directly or indirectly expose the
same to the purchasing public and sell and distribute said articles
of merchandise to the public through the use of said push cards and
punchboards by means of the use of lot or chance. Because of the
element of chance involved in connection with the sale and distribution
of said merchandise. by means of said push cards and punchboard8
many members of the purchasing public have been induced to trade

,,-

ith retail dealers selling or distributing said merchandise by mean~
thereof. As a result , many retail dealers have been induced to trade
with manufa.cturers~ wholesale dealers and jobbers who sell and (li8-
tribute said merchandise together with said devices.

P.:\R. 4. The sale of merchandise to the purchasing public through
the use of such devices in the manner above described involves a game
of chance or the sale of a chance to procure articles of merchandise
at prices much less than the normal retail price thereof and teaches
and encourages gambling among members of the public, all to the
injury of the public.

The sale or distribntion of said push cards and punchboard devices
by the responc1ents~ as hereinabove found , supplies to and places in
the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries , games of chance
or gift enterprises in the sale or distribution of their merchandise.
The, sale of merchandise by and through the use of a game of chance
gift enterprise 01' lottery scheme is a practice which is in contravention
of an established public policy of the Government of the United States
and these respondents , through the supplying of such means of selling
merchandise~ have assisted and partieipated in the violation of said
poliey.

CONCLUSION

The nets and practices of the respondents as hereinabove found are
all to the prejudice and injury of the publie and eonstitute unfair
aets and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Aet.

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion upon the complaint of the Commission and the respondents
answer admitting all of the material allegations of fact therein and
waiving all intervening procedure, and the. Commission having mane
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondents have
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act:

1 t is ordered That the respondent Gay Games , Inc. , a corporation
and its officers, and the respondent Guy E. Noel , an individual , and

213840-54-
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their respective agents, representatives and employees, directly or
through any corporate or other device, do forthwith cease and desist
from:

Selling or distributing in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, push cards, punchboards, or other
lottery devices which are to be used or which , due to their design , are
suitable for use in the sale or distribution otmerchandise to the public
by means of a game of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.

I tis further mode'red That the respondents shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.


